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AGRICULTURAL CREDIT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF COMMERCIAL
LNKS WITH A VIEW TO IMPROVED FINANCING OF

AGRICULTURE IN THAILAND

CHAPTER I

In an economically developed country, articularly in the

UnIted States of America, the commercial banks have played an

important part in the development of a;riculture. That is,

the commercia]. banke have actively mcrticipated in finarcing

agricultural business. Before the Federal Government stepped

in, credit needs of farmers were cared for chiefly by local

banks, merchants and dealor. Even though speciai credit

institutions have been created for the rurpose of making credit

available to meet the needs of farmers, commercial banks are

still one of the urincipal sources of agricultural loans.

The commercial banks, unlike other credit institutions,

have special characteristics. They can create money, namely

demand deposits, by the process of making loans and investzaents,

The ability of commercial banks to create loanable funds, or in

short money, has an economic significance. Through credit-

creating power, the operations of commercial banks affect the

supply of credit in the whole economy. Agriculture, as a rule,

is also affected both directly and indirectly. In other words,

it can be said that commercial banks extend credit to agriculture
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in one way or another.

Nevertheless, the ability of commercial banks to expand

demand deposits by the process of making loans aud investments

is not unlimited. The commercial banks, like moat other private

businesses, are subject to public regulations and supervision.

The amount of demand deposits or loanable funds which all commer-

cial banks, or commercial banking system, can expand depends

on the reserve requirements, After reserves required by law have

been provided, individual banks can create demand deposits against

excess reserves they have available. If they do not have excess

reserves, they are not in a position to be able to grant loans

by way of creating demand deposit. To understand the operations

of commercial banks in granting farm loans is of great importance

to agricultural firms.

Objective of the Study

The primary purpose of this study is to present information

!;concerning farm lending policies and practices of commercial

banks in the United States. It is believed that commercial banks

can and will have a relatively important role in the future

development of agriculture in Thailand. This study, therefore,

is intended to provide some basis upon which further adaption

[and modification can be made in accordance with agricultural

conditions of that country. Moreover, an attempt also is made

to analyze the role of agriculture in the economic development of

Thailand.



e of the S t

This study does not attempt to cover the over-all structure

of the commercial banking system. Rather, it will center attention

upon the basic methods and procedures used by commercial banks in

rendering credit and services to agriculture. The study is divid-

ed into four parts. In the first place, the role of th commer-

cia). banks in a2.riculture and factors affecting their operations

and policies re trsated to some extent. In addition, the develop-

ment of agricultural credit, function of commercial banks and the

ways in which bank funds are obtained will be discussed as well.

In the second place, the methods of operation and procedures

used are djscused in detail, Although all commercial banks in

general have the same objective, it should be pointed out here

that policy and procedure of individual banks vary. The study,

therefore, will focus on general practices and basic techniques

with which all banks are concerned.

Third, it deals with some basic facts about agricultural

credit and related problems of Thailand,

Finally, it analyzes the role of agricultural credit as

well as of a'riculturc in the economic development of Thailand,

The economic development of Thailand can hardly be achieved if

agriculture is neglected,

Procedure

Data and materials pertaining to the study are secondary in

nature and. derived from various sources. owever, it can be



said that the publications of the U. S. Department of Agriculture,

the American Bankers Association, the American Institute of

Banking, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the

Federal Reserve System provided most of the information necessary

for the study. Several books and other literature concerning

commercial banks also were very useful.

Having participated in the Agricultural Credit Training

Course sponsored by the International Cooperation Administration

during May 29, 1959 to September k, 1959 and from March 18, 1960

to May 13, 1960, the writer bad the opportunity to visit and

discuss with many commercial banks their policy and procedures;

and to observe their methods of operation in. serving credit needs

of farmers in their community. Furthermore, visits with farmer

borrowers also were made to discuss with them the ways they had

used bank credit to improve their farm operation. Some informa..-

tiou and points of view presented in the study, therefore, were

drawn from first hand contact with banks and farmers.

For the section on agricultural credit problems in Thailand,

information was obtained from the publications and reports of

the Government of Thailand, the United Nations as well as publica-

tions from the U. S. Government. In addition, the writer also

\ha8 served as a fieldman of the Ministry of Cooperatives in

rai1and, Some of the opinions expressed in this study certainly

lere derived from this experience, All pertinent information

from many sources was utilized in the study.



CHAPTER II

TIIE R0L OF CO3]RCIAL BA1XS hi AGRIULTVIE

One of the most important problems confronting the American

farmers today is that of the rapid increase in operating capital

required for efficient production in agriculture. Advances in

technology are certainly considered to be one factor contributing

to the increasing capital requirements. In order to be able to

produce efficiently, farmers must mechanize their operations. y

doing so, relatively large amounts of capital investments are

required. Accordingly, the highly rnechanized farms undoubtedly

require larger units of operation. in addition to technological

development in. farming, the rising price level also has caused

the capital requirements in agriculture to increase to a great

extent. It was indicated that the investment per farm in the

United States in terms of current dollars in 1960 was about six

times of that in 1940, while in terms of constant dollars

(1947-1949) it had increased only 85 percent (43, p. 2).

As the capital requirements increase, the question is how

can farmers finance their operations. istorica1ly, much of the

increased capital requirements was financed by farmers themselves

(38, p. 3). During the same period1 however, the amount of

borrowed funds also increased substantially. The effect of

increasing capital. requirements in agriculture is shown in Table 1.

It should be noted that while farm debts increased, the farmers



own equities rose even more greatly.

Table 1. Comparative balance sheet of aricu1ture in the
United States, Janucry I, selected years, 1940-60.

ar 1 0 1 1960
(iUion Dollars,

&ss ets

Real estate
Livestock
Machinery
C:ops Lield
Equipment

Investments
U. S. bonds
Deposits and

currency

Thta]. assets

33.6 53.9 75.3 99.8 129.1

5.]. 9.0 12.9 11.2 16.2
3.1 6.3 11.3 16.2 18.4

2.7 6.7 7.6 9.6 8.0
4.3 4.7 7.8 11.4 13.5

1.2 2.]. 3.1 4.1

3.4 4. 5.0 5.2

3,2 7.9 9.1 9.4 9.1

53.0 93.1 130.8 164.7 203.6

Liabilities and Equity

Real estate debt 6.6

Non-rea]. estate debt3.k

Equity 43.0

Total Liabilities
and Equity 53,0

Source: (41, p. 28-29)

4,9 .6 8,3 12.3

3.4 6,9 9.5 12.0

dk.8 118.3 146.9 179.3

93.1 130.8 1k,7 20.6

The table also indicates an emphasis on non-real estate credit

rather than real estate credit. The relatively increasing

amount of non-real estate debts as compared with real estate

debts is evident. The increase in non-real estate debts to some
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extent undoubtedly stems from the increasing amount of Commodity

Credit Corporation loans.

For the same period of time, as the operating capital

required for agricultural production increased, so did the

commercial bank credit extended to farmers. Since l90 the

aiount of nou.real estate credit held by commercial banks has

increased by more than fivefold (Table 2), and real estate credit

has increased by nearly three times (Table 3). The commercial

banks, as a consequence, have become increasingly more important

in he agricultural credit field.

At the present time, the commercial banks by far lead all

other credit agencies in providing non-real estate credit to

agriculture. They also rank high in the field of real estate

lending to farmers, By virtue of the fact that commercial banks

must maintain a relatively liquid position in order to be able to

meet the withdrawal demand of their depositors, they have to

emphasize non-real estate loans more heavily than real estate

loans. The amount of non-real estate credit and real estate

credit held by commercial banks as compared with other principal

credit institutions since l9+0 to date (1960) are shown in

Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

On January 1, 1960 it was estimated that 13,106 insured

commercial banks or 98 percent of all insured banks had some type

of agricultural loans outstanding (1, p. 3). On the same date,

it was reported that there were lk,00k operating banks in the



Table 2. Non-real etate arm debt tinount outstanding 
held by principal lenders, United States, 

January 1, 1940-60. 

All Federal In- 
-t- 

Farmers 
Tear Total Operating P.C.A. termediate Home 

Banks Credit Banks Administra- 

(In thousand dollars) tion 

1940 1,504,072 900,079 153,425 32,316 418,252 

1941 1,647,477 983,774 170,686 32,371 k6o,66 
1942 1,782,989 1,073,198 185,611 37,382 6,793 

19k3 1,672,140 924,236 182,658 37,854 527,392 

1944 1,688,013 935,76k 196,637 33,882 521,730 

1943 1,619,521 943,829 188,306 29,792 452,594 

1946 1,668,309 1,033,800 194,788 26,487 413,234 

1947 1,950,986 1,289,105 230,025 31,701 400,355 

1948 2,290,323 1,592,762 239,077 37,916 370,568 

1949 2,710,368 1,945,598 366,822 55,750 342,198 

1950 2,833,769 2,048,819 387,454 50,825 346,67 

1951 3,366,254 2,524,153 450,673 60,073 329,365 

1952 4,063,463 3,120,196 561,371 77,841 304,055 

1953 4,214,996 3,195,053 599,295 82,931 337,712 

1954 3,743,543 2,762,562 541,736 63,557 375,638 

1955 3,986,328 2,933,851 576,997 58,276 417,204 

1956 k,k2o,k8 3,308,443 644,449 61,907 405,684 

1957 4,469,886 3,279,911 699,283 60,007 430,637 

1958 4,993,983 3,615,083 885,918 67,192 435,690 

1959 5,764,701 k,i6o,66o 1,114,694 83,722 405,625 

1960 6,661,178 4,813,336 1,361,198 89-,76 396,568 

* Exclude Commodity Credit Corporation holding. 

Source: (43, 
p. 140-141) 



Table 3. Farm Mortgage Debt: Amount outstanding held by principal lenders, United States,
January 1, 1940-1959. (Source: 43, p. 121)

All Federal Federal Joint- Farmers Life Individuals

ear o a operating land farm stock Home insurance and
banks banks mortgage land Admini- companies others

corp. banks stration
ctn thousand dollars)

191+0 6,586,399 534,170 2,009,820 713,290 91,726 32,178 984,290 2,220,925

1941 6,493,527 543,408 1,957,181+ 685,149 73,455 65,94k 1,016,479 2,151,908

1942 6,376,080 535,212 1,880,781+ 63k,38 55,919 115,629 1,063,166 2,090,485

1943 5,956,458 476,676 1,718,240 543,895 37,015 159,053 1,042,939 1,978,640

1941+ 5,395,671 448,/+33 1,1+52,886 429,751 10,097 173,695 986,661 1,894,148

1945 4,940,915 449,582 1,209,676 31+7,307 5,455 195,519 938,275 1,795,101

1946 4,760,464 507,293 1,078,952 239,365 3,208 184,091 891,263 1,856,287

191+7 4,896,970 683,229 976,748 146,621 1,641 191,954 883,66 2,008,112

191+8 5,064,245 840,647 888,933 107,066 6k 197,927 959,715 2,069,312

1949 5,288,331 900,843 868,156 77,920 462 192,328 1,036,383 2,212,239

1950 5,579,278 937,lk' 906,077 8,6o 270 193,301 1,172,326 2,33.1,510

1951 6,118,359 1,008,359 947,431 44,008 -- 220,104 1,352,635 2,5k5,82

1952 6,675,619 1,046,923 994,128 32,778 -- 240,809 1,541,374 2,819,107

1953 7,263,200 1,105,096 1,071,358 23,899 - 268,257 1,716,022 3,073,568
1954 7,772,204 1,131,214 1,169,418 17,628 -- 282,098 1,892,773 3,279,073

1955 8,288,837 1,210,676 1,266,953 12,834 - 287,171 2,051,784 3,459,419
1956 9,066,153 1,346,287 i,'+S0,204 -- -- 277,869 2,271,781+ 3,690,009

1957 9,907,623 1,386,270 1,722,381 -- - 2°9,5k6 2,476,51+3 4,032,883
1958 10,507,032 1,414,207 1,897,187 -- -- 339,865 2,578,953 4,276,815

'

951l,25k,26k 1,11,859 2,065,372 -- -- 388,010 2,661,2294,627,79k
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United States, but only 13,382 banks had insured their deposits

with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (k5, p. 133).

Since all insured banks accounted for 95 percent of all the

operating banks, the tta1 number of banks having farm loans

outstanding, therefore, would be somewhat higher.

Regardless of whatever the actual total number of banks

having farm loans may be, commercial banks still maintain a lead-

ing position in the farm credit field both in terms of numbers

of banks and volune of c'edit extended. Since a large majority

of the commercial banks in the United States are in towns with

less than 10,000 population, they are suited to serve agriculture.

Generally speaking, commercial banks have some advantages over

Other credit institutions in extending credit to farmers. "First,

they give prompt credit service with a minimum of red tape;

second, they are readily accessible; and third, they alone provide

checking account and other banking services in the local com-

munity" (28, p. 276).

'unctions of Oommercjal banking System

Commercial banks are quite frequently referred to as

institutions of "deposit and discount" (k8, p. 77). This state-

ment, of course, reflects the functions of commercial banks only

in a narrow sense, By and large it can be said that commercial

banks perform four main fuiictions for modern economic society.

These functions are listed as follows:



1. They poo. together the idle money in the economy for
the purpose of maidng it available to others who need
it. The commercial banks, therefore, bridge the gap
between those who have money and those who need it.

2. The spec±ai function of commercial banks is to create
money or demand deposits against excess reserves they
have available in the process of raaing loans and
investments. By creating demand deposits, the commer-
cia]. banks are said to monetio credit.

3. The commercial banks by way of accepting money for
deposit from the general public serge as the custodians
of the idle money. Money once deposited in banks is
considered to be safe because commercial banks would
bear the sole responsibility had loss occurred
(2, p. 113-ilk).

k. Another essential function of the commercial banks is
that of transferring of funds from one place to
another. Large sums of money can be transferred from
one part of the world to another through commercial
bank channels. This function is considered to be of
great significance to international economic relations
(13, p. 120).

In. addition to the above four functions mentioned, the

commercial banks also provide a number of services for their

customers. These services include trust and financial counseling,

investment advice and other related services. Banks located in.

agjculturai communities also assist farmer borrowers with farm

management service as well as credit supervision. If the present

trend of commercial bank lending to agriculture continues, it iè

expected that more and more commercial banks will participate

in providing farm management service to farmer borrowers.

Development of Ajricultural Credit of Commercial Banks

As mentioned earlier, the commercial banks in the United
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States have engaged. in extending credit to agriculture since the

beginning of their establishment. It can be traced to the

colonial days. ecause they were not designed to meet credit

needs of farmers, the experience of commercial banks with agri-

culture during the early period was somewhat less favorabe,

uring this period, this country was still predominantly ari-

culture. Commercial banks were established not only in the

buaines centers but alSo in the agricultural communities,

Therefore, they extended credit to businesses as well as agri-

culture. Volume of bank credit extended to agriculture was

expanded as the number of banks increased.. These banks actually

possessed little capital but they created large amounts of hank

notes and loans without being aware of the fact that they were

still in the first stage of their development. nd because

the nature of agricultural production required longer loan

pertods and was subject to natural hazard and uncertainty, the

farmers frequently could not pay back comniercial hank loans and

usually asked for extension of their loans. Individual banks

that maintained relatively large proportion of agricultural loans

to their total assets aiwayc ran into difficulty. Eventually,

they failed (33, p. 225227).

As a consequence, commercial banks which had been. developed

later on, launched the discriminating policy again6t long term

lending to agriculture. They confined their operatioue only to

making short teri loans. Nevertheless, the argument that
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commercial banks should provide long term loans to farmers always 

prevailed. icgard1ess of thiz dispute, during this period the 

1arie proportion 01 comorcial banks was also established in 

agricultural sectors. Apparently, they still supplied credit 

to ioet thc- needs of farmers. iIoover, the experience of com 

mercial banks during this period was not so much different from 

that of the banks during the early period (33, p. 2973Ok). 

The nodern commerciai banking system began with the enact- 

ment of tlac National Bank Act of 1863. The Act did not affect 

nacrelal banks that were established under state statutes. 

Therefore ir order to discourage state banks from issu:i.ng' thoir 

notes by the process of making real estate loanz, Congress enacted 

logislation in 1365 placing an annual tax cf ten percent on the 

value of cnoy which state banks had issued. The iattcr Act 

effectively forced not of state banks either to suspenã their 

operation or to reestablish as national banks. As a consequence, 

it niarkect the end o± the wildcat banking era. Since then the 

policies of commercial banks towards agriculture aie reasonably 

favorable. Under the initial provisions of the National Bank Act, 

national banks were prohibited from making fern real estate 

iortage loans. Needless to say, since state banks were not sub- 

ject to the Iationa1 Bank Act, the commercial banks a a whole 

still provided the farr2ers with relatively large amounts ol' short 

term loans as well as of long term loans. 

Although they could not participate in long term lending to 



agriculture under the National Bank Act, the national banks

extended credit to other credit institutions which, on the other

hand, provided long term loans to farmers (33 p. 312). After

t:ie establishing of the Federal Reserve System as authorized in

the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, all national banks were forced

to be member banks of the system. For the state banks, they

can apply for membership if they meet the requirements specified

by the Federal Reserve System. For state non-member banks, they

are not affected by the provisions of the system.

under the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act, member

banks can make real estate loans subject to some restrictions,

These provisions enable the commercial banks to engage in long

term lending to farmers, It is considered t be one of the

important factors that contributed to the increasing amount of

farm mortgage Loana made by the commercial banks at the present

time (8, p. 23). It is expected that commercial banks will remain

as important sources of agricultural credit in the future, both

non-real estate credit and real estate credit.

However, history had shown that commercial banks were not

in a position to provide credit to agriculture during periods of

financial crisis. Even after the Federal Reserve System was

created, the commercial banks experienced failure because of

their heavy farm loans, This happened during the twenties and

the early thirties. It was indicated that bank suspensions during

this period were mainly in agricultural areas (24, p. 46). Reasons
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for heavy bank failures in farm areas was well understood.

During the period of financial strain, farm product prices wore

unusually low; farmers being unable to meet their repayment

schedules caused banks which iaintained large proportion. of

agricultural loans to close thier doors and suspend business.

The failure of banks to provide credit to agriculture during this

11period certainly was one of the reasons that brought increased

/1 Federal farm credit programs into being.

Sources of Loanable Funds

In addition to their ability to create demand deposit by

way of making loans and investments, commercial banks in general

acquire capital from three different sources. As has been men-

tioned previously, this study does not attempt to cover the whole

structure of the commercial banking system; therefore, only a

brief discussion of the methods of raising funds by commercial

banks is presented.

(1) Capital of Banks

The commercial banks, as any other private business,

have to have their own capital before they are granted charters

to operate their businoaes. The capital requirements vary,

however. It depends upon the locations in which the newly

organized banks want to operate. The capital of the banks is

the contribution of the owners. Since commercial banks are

profit-seeking organizations, the contribution of the owners is
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represented not only by the capital stock which they have actually

contributed, but by such items as banks' surplus, undivided

profits and other reserves. Almost in all cases, these items

taken together with capital stock constitute between five to

ten percent of the total assets (49, p. 34). As of June 10, 199,

the total capital of all insured commercial banks in the United

States was 8.1 percent of the total agTegated assets (Table 4).

Table 4, Assets and Liabilities of 13,097 iusurod commercial
banks, United States, June 10, 1959.

(1000's)

Total assets $232,486,485

Cash and balance with other banks 24,647,282

Reserves with 'edera1 Reserve Banks 18,040,039

Securities 81,858,162

Loans and discounts 105,291,575

Miscellaneous assets 4,659,068

Total liabilities 232,486,485

epos its 206,705,702

Miscellaneous liabilities 6,937,578

Capital account 18,793,205

Source: (45, p. 8)

(2) Depcsits

By far the most impoTtLxt source of banks1 funds i the

deposit of their customers. It is the policy of commercial banks

to attract dosits from the enera1 public as ucb as possible.
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In order to attract more deposits, the individual banks must

provide good services for their customers1 Furthermore, to :ain

confidence from tha depositors, safety of their deposits must be

emphasized, In another word, the interests of the depositors

must always be protected. For individual banks, the amount of

deposits usually is between 8 to 16 times larger than the bank's

OWfl capital (i9, p. 35) As of June 10, 199 the total deposits

of all 13,097 insured banks accounted for 206.7 billion dollars

which was 11 times larger than the total capital account (see

Table Li),

(3) Borrowing nd Rediscount

In addition the funds obtained from the above two men-

tioned sources, the commercial banks also can borrow from other

sources or rediscount the conmorcial paper with otbr banks

whenever it is deemed necessary. In general, when their lending

powers have been exhausted, the commercial banks, in order to

be able to provide credit for their customers, must secure ad-

ditional funds from other banks. 'ior to the Federal Reserve

System, the large city banks generally acted as correspondent

banks and performed the service of lending to small banks. At

the present time, member banks when in need of reserves can turn

to borrow from the Federal Reserve System. However, for nonmember

banks, they still depend upon their city correspondent banks for

additional funds when their reserves have been decreased, Bor-

rowed funds are relatively small when compared with thosc from the



other two sources.

Classification of Farm Loans

Farm loans of commercial banks can be cla8sified into three

different categories according to their purposes, maturities, and

types of security required. tt is by no means a clear-cut classif i-

cation, One way or another, they tend to overlap with one another.

(1) Short-term Farm Loan

AU loans that are not secured by real estate mortgage

and have the length of their maturities not exceeding one year

are considered as short-term loans. It is the type of loans

that are made for financing seasonal production such as to buy

seed, feed, fertilizer, feeder livestock and others. Chattel

mortgage is commonly used to secure this type of loan. These

loans are usually paid off at the end of production season or at

the time of marketing (7, p. 125).

(2) Intermediate-term Farm Loan

Intermediate-term farm loans are designated according to

their purposes rather than the length of their maturities. Gen-

erally speaking, they belong to non-real estate loan category but

are used for purposes other than seasonal operation. These are

loans made chiefly to finance the purchase of machinery and

equipment, livestock other than feeder livestock and other

investment items that will last I or several years (6, p. i166)



(3) Farm Mortgage Loan

As the naLie implies, they include all loans that are secured

by real estate collateral, There is a number of purposes for

which farm mortgage loans are used, of course. Au important

purpose of farm mortgage loans is to buy land, Uowever it is not

always true that farm mortgage loans are made to finance the

acquisition of farm Lmd; on the other hand, some loans used to buy

laud are not secured by a farm mortgage (20, p. 133). A most

interesting fact is that farm mortgage loans also are used for re-

financing short-tern and intermediate-term loans that become delin-

quent. Since farm mortgage loans in general are made for relatively

long period of maturity, the shift from short-term and intermediate-

term loans to long-term ones enables the farmer borrowers to spread

their repayment schedules over a longer period. In addition, the

cost of obtaIning farm mortgage loans is always lower than that

of short-term and intermediate-term loans. This kind of practice

is certainly beneficial to farmer borrowers.

Indeed, it is not impossible that loans secured by real

estate have their maturities less than one year; and, it is also

possible that the maturity date of loans made to finance seasonal

production is no longer than one year. Furthermore, both loans to

finance current operations and loans to buy intermediate inirest

ment items sometimes are secured by real estate mortgae.

The survey of commercial bank farm loans in the year 1956

by the Federal Reserve System showed that of the total farm loans



made for financing seasonal operation, 6 percent was secured

by real estate mortgage; it also showed that 1+ percent of such

loans had their maturities beyond one year (7, p. 128-132).

About 66 percent of total loans made to finance intermediate

investments were six month and one year maturity and 16 percent

of this type of loan was seoured by farm mortgages. Since farm

mortgage loans were used not only to finance the purchase of

farm land but for other purposes, the survey reported that the

maturities of loans securàd by farm real estate mortgage varied

ron less than one year up to over 10 years (6, p. 1170-1171).

enera1 Policiesof Commercial Banks Towards Agriculture

Aside from the fact that all commercial banks must operate

their businesses within the boundary of imposed laws and regula-

tions, they commonly develop some kind of policy to direct their

operations. One which is considered to be of great importance

for economic activities is loan and investment policy. As has

been mentioned, commercial banks by granting loans and buying

investment securities, exert a great influence upon the direction

of economic development. Agriculture, as a rule, is also affected

both directly and indirectly. The general policies of commercial

banks towards agriculture, therefore, require further discussion.

The banks' policies usually are not inflexible. For individual

banks, the loan and investment policy must be formulated in such

a way that it ean be changed or moderated with respect to the

economic conditions of the whole economy. In formulating policy,
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art jndjv±dual bank must give consideration to the interest of

the owners, depositors, creditors as well as of the economy as a

whole. I&owever, in some instances, the interests of these groups

conflict, Even though there is no rule to maximize the interests

of all groups, the commercial banks must operate their businesses

in such a way that conflicts among groups are ninimized. ifl

formulating policy concerning agriculture, the commercial banks

normally specify the types of loans - livestock, dairy, machinery

and equipment, crop, farm and building improvement, irrigation,

etc. - they want to make. Also, they frequently indicate to

what extent they will be committed to agriculture. Nevertheless,

no matter what kind of enterprise there may be, commercial banks

should give them equal opportunity to be considered when they

ask for loans.

On the other hand, the commercial banks are more reluctant

to extend their financial assistance to farmers with high-risk-

low margin enterprises. amples of these enterprises are

broiler production, laying hens and specialty crop production.

They are considered to be highly risky. tTnfavorable weather

nditions, disease or mismanagement can cause a heavy loss to

farmers. Therefore, commercial banks in many cases tend to

exclude these enterprises from their consideration. Since

commercial banks must try to minimize the conflicts among parties

concerned, this policy certainly complies with the above mentioned

rule of operation.



If opportunity permitted, commercial banks in all cases

diversified their loan and investment portfolio among alternative

industrIes. To secure credit from commercial banks, therefore,

farmers must compete with other businesses in the community. Of

courSe, bank credit extended to businesses other than farm

enterprises may also benefit farmers indirectly. For instance,

commercial banks can make loans to local industrial development

corporations, such as the food industry for maintaining and

expanding their operations which, in turn, may provide economic

incentive for farmers to maintain and increase their production.

There is no way to measure precisely what kinds of agri-

cultural loans that are prevalent among banks. But it would be

logically concluded if it is indicated that the types of loans

will depend largely on the types of agriculture that prevail in

the areas in which individual banks are located. Besides, the

commercial banks in the United States have been actively partici-

pating in aricultural development programs in their communities.

The willingness o± commercial banks to take part in providing

financial assistance to farmers in the communities in which they

are situated is very strong. The initiation of farm management

service among commercial banks has pointed out that commercial

banks in the United States are always alert and prepare themselves

to meet the needs of farmers. This kind of philosophy is unlikely

to exist among commercial banks in any economically under-developed

countries. The mechanized, efficient, and highly prosperous
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agriculture in the United States undoubtedly resulted partly from

the active role of commercial banks. The following quotation

will show how well the American bankers are aware of the import-

ance of agriculture:

"Agriculture is undergoing fundamental changes which reflect
readjustrnents of basic forces of supply and demand for the output
of our farms. Bankers are aware of this situation and fully
appreciate their responsibility for helping to preserve the
strength of this vital part of our econcmy.....Baiks serving
agriculture, tbrefore, must continue to play a constructive role
in helpIng farmers to make the necessary adjustniente"(lk, p. 14).

If the proportion of agricultural loans held by commercial

banks to the total agricultural debts outstanding at any given

tine is used as the indicator of commercial bank policy towards

agriculture, it can be said that the policy of commercial banks

is very impressive. Since 1940 the percentage of agricultural

loans, both real estate loans and non-real estate loans, held by

commercial banks is relatively stable (Tables and 6). The

most interesting fact is that it shows the dominance of commercial

banks in non-real estate lending to agriculture. Because banks

must maintain relatively liquid positions, they always emphasize

non-real estate credit which usually is made for a short period

of time. Even in the field of farm mortgage lending, the corn-

mercial banks are second only to the life insurance companies and

the federal Land Banks as institutional lenders.

The extent to which individual banks are committing them-

selves to agriculture, on the other hand, can be measured by the

ratio of their agriculatural loans to their total loans. On

June 10, 1959, it was reported that only 6.2 percent of total
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Table 5. Nonreai estate farm debt: Total outsta'iding and.
percentage of total held by principal lenders,
1Jniod States, January 1, 19k060,

Year

-1- -_

Total All

- - -.--.-----

P.C.A.

'--- -

Federal In- Farmers
operat±nr termediate iome Ad-

banks Credit Banks ministration

(Thousand (Percent

- -
of total)

-
dollars)

l90 1,504,072 59.8k 10.20 2.15 27.81

194). l,6k7,477 59.71 10.36 1.96 27.96

1942 i,782,99 60.19 10.41 2.10 27.30

1943 1,672,40 55.27 10.92 2.26

1944 1,688,013 55.kk 11.65 2.01 30.91

1943 1,619,521 58.59 11.63 1.8k 27.95

1946 1,666,309 61.97 11.67 1.59 2k.??

1947 1,950,986 66.08 11.79 1.62 20.52

1948 2,290,323 69.54 12.62 1.65

1949 2,710,368 71.78 13.53 2.06 12.62

1950 2,833,789 72.30 1.67 1.79 12.23

1951 3,366,25k 7k.3 13.39 1.73 9.73

1952 4,063,463 76.79 13.81 1.91 7.48

1953 4,214,996 75,80 14.22 1.97 8.oi

1954 3,7k3,543 73.60 14.47 1.70 10.03

1955 3,986,328 73.60 lk.k7 i.46 10.47

1956 4,420,483 7k.84 ik.8 1.40 9.18

1957 4,469,880 73.33 15.& 1.3k 9.64

1958 k,93,933 72.39 17.7k 1.3k 8.72

1959 3,764,701 72.13 19.33 i.k5 7.0k

1960 6,661,178 72.27 20.43 )..34 5.95

-
* All exclude Conunodity Credit Corporation holding.

Source: Derived and computed from 43, p. 140-141.



Table 6, Farm mortgage debt: Total outstanding and percentage of total hold by principal
lenders, United States, January 1, l9+0-59.

Year Total All Federal Federal Joint-stock Farmers Life Individual
operating Land Farm Mart- Lnd }tome Ad- Insurance and

banks Banks sage Corp. Banks ministration Co. others
(1000 dollars) ercent of total)

1940 6,586,399 8.11 30.51 10.83 1.39 0.1t9 14.91+ 33.72
l9+l 6,49,527 8.37 30.14 10.55 1.13 1.02 15.65 33.14

1942 6,y6,o8o 8.39 29.50 9.96 0.88 1.81 16.67 32.19

1943 5,956,458 8.00 28.85 9.13 0.62 2.67 17.51 33.22

1944 5,395,671 8.31 26.93 7.96 0.19 3.22 18.29 35.10
19k. 4,940,915 9.01 24.1+8 7.03 0.11 3.9b 18.99 36.33
19kb 4,760,464 1O.bb 22.66 5.03 3.87 l&.72 38.99
1947 4,896,970 13.95 19.95 2.99 3,92 18.15 1+1.01

1948 5,064,245 16.60 17.55 2.11 3.91 18.95 40.86

1949 5,288,331 17.04 16.42 1.47 3.64 19.60 ki.83
1950 5,579,278 16.80 16.24 1.05 3.46 21.01 41.43

1951 b,11S,359 i6.48 15.49 0.72 3.60 22.11 41.61

1952 6,675,619 i.68 1k.9 0.49 3.61 23.10 42.23
1953 7,263,200 15.22 14.75 0.33 3.69 23.63 k239
1954 7,772,204 14.56 15.05 0.23 3.63 24.35 42.19
1955 8,288,837 14.61 15.29 0.15 3.46 24.75 41.74
1956 9,066,153 14.85 16.33 3.06 25.06 40.70
1957 9,907,623 13.99 17.38 2.92 25.00 1+0.70
1958 10,507,032 13.46 i3.oG 3.23 24.55 40.70
1959 1l,25k26k 13.43 13.35 3.k 23.65 41.12*** isa than 0.1 percent. Source: Derived and computed from 43, p. 121
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loans outstaflding of all 13,097 insured commercial banks was

considered as farm loan (see Table 7). However, the proportion

of farm loans to total3oar.s varies widely from bank to bank. They

vary because o location, size, and policy of individual banks.

A study made by the U. S. Department of Agriculture showed that

there were great differences in farm loan ratios between banks

located in agricultural and small conuiiunities and banks located

in centers with population of 2,500 or more. It was estimated

that k2 prcont of banks in large centers had rnaintained agri-

cultural loans at less than 5 percnt of their total loans. Many

banks held few or rio agricultural loans at all. Xt was also

indicated that one out of ten banks in such centers had agri

cultural loans equal to more than half of its total laans. How-

ever, among banks located in agricultural areas and banks in

small communities, the variations of farm loan ratios were very

similar. The precentages oi agricultural loans to total loans of

banks in both areas ranged from less than 5 percent to niore than

90 percent. Also, the percentages of banks for particular

classes from lower level to upper level were almost equally

distributed ('F2, p. kO-'+2). Nevertheless, whatever the propor-

tion of agricultural loans to its total loans may be, the general

purpose of variation of the types of their loans is the same for

all individual banks, i.e., to make their operations more

profitable.
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Table 7. Percentage distribution of types of loans outstanding
held by 13,097 insured commercial banks, United States,
June 10, 1959.

-
Percent

Total loans and discounts 100

Loans and discounts nt 98.1

Valuation reserves

Commercial and industrial loans
Agricultural loans (exclude real estate)

Loans guaranteed by CCC.
Other loans to farmers (exclude real

estate)

Loans for carrying securities

Loans to brokers and dealers
Other loans for carrying securities

Real estate loans

On farm land
On residential properties

Insured or guaranteed by F11A or VA
Not insured or guaranteed by

FHA or VA

On other properties

Other loans to individuals

Loans to banks

All other loans

Source: (45, p. 132-133)

1.9

39.5
4.8

0.2

4.6

4,0

2.2
1.8

25,3

1,4
18.1+

8.6

9,8

'.5

21.2

1.8

3.4

Factors Affecting the Policy of the Banks

Since commercial banks can create loanable funds on1 when

they have excess reserves, factors which affect bank reserves

certainly will exert an influence upon their operations and

pol±cies. As a matter of fact, there are several factors by

which the operations and policies of commercial banks can be



affected Tht only two main factors are of great importance.

Those factors are monetary and fiscal policy and farm policy.

\/Monetary and Fiscal Policy

The term monetary and fiscal policy used here refers to the

policies that influence the amount of bank reserves and deposits,

currency in circulation and velocity of their circulation (25,

p. '+6_k88),

The laws and regulations under which commercial banks are

governed, in a broad sense, are the expressions of monetary and

fiscal policy. Changes in these laws and regulations can alter

the direction of loan and investient policies of commercial baikz,

ilso, the ways in which these laws and regulations are exercised,

have a great impact on commercial bank operations. The extents

to which commercial banks ndividua1ly are affected can hardly

be measured. It will depend on what kinds of instruments have

been employed by monetary and fiscal authorities .n exercising

the policy.

In brief, monetary and fiscal policy is used for the purpose

of attaining specific objectives such as full employment, economic

rorth and stabilization (25, p. '+86). It is carried on mostly

by the Federal Reserve System. In addition, some kinds of action

by fiscal authority, U. S. Treasury Department, have monetary

power in effect. Although there are several agencies which can

exert an nfluene on the commercial bank operations and policies,

only the actions of the Federal Reserve System and the U. S.



Treasury Department are discussed.

Summarily, the Federal Reserve System has three important

methods by which it can regulate bank reserves and influence the

quantity of bank deposits. First, it can change reserve require-

ments of member banks. Second, it can change rediscount rates

in order to encourage or discourage member banks to borrow from

the Federal Reserve Banks. Finally, the Federal Reserve System

through its open market operation can increase or decrease the

primary reserves of commercial barisk. Likewise, the U. S.

Department of Treasury through Its actions concerning national

debt and general fund management can change the amount of bank

reserves and deposits to reat extents.

When their reserves are expanded, whether the commercial

banks will create more 2oanable funds will depend upon credit

demand and the prospect of general economic activitiea, However,

in case of reserve contraction, commercial banks, unable to

acquire additional reserves, have to be careful about their loan

and investment operations. As a profit-seeking business, a

commercial bank must ianage its loan and investment policy in

such a way that profit is realized and interests o all parties

/
concerned are rnaintained.

Farm Policy

- ( Farm pblicy in general is part of an over-all economic

policy of the Fcderl Governemnt. it is designed specially

for the agricultural sector. Since farm policy will have direct



effects on individual farmers, it is a kInd of factor that

commercial banks in formulating their policies towards agriculture

must always take into account.

Generally speakIng, there are three main objectives which

farm policy is expected to achieve. These objectives are: firstly,

to increase efficiency in agricultural production; secondly, to

raise and stabilize farm income; and finally, to raise the stand-

ards of living and welfare of rural people, In order to achieve

these goals, several farm programs have been launched by the

Federal Government. Some have been abandoned within short peri-

ods o time; but some are still maintained. Because farm policy

covers a broad area and is far beyond the scope of this study,

only agricultural credit programs. will be discussed.

The Federal farm credit programs came into existence as the

result of unavailability of credit to meet the needs of farmers.

Though credit migtht be available, farmers found it difficult to

get the types they actually needed. Furthermore, the cost of

obtaining loans from the existing credit agencies was unusually

high. It was indicated that prior to the establishment o± Federal

Land Banks, the rate of interest on fazru mortgage loans varied

from 7 to 12 percent (19, p. 337). These problems had resulted

in the establishment of Federal credit agencies such as Federal

Laud Banks, Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, and Banks f ox'

Cooperatives. The main purpose of these agencies is t make

credit available to agricultural concerns wi reasonable cost.
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Moreover, the Federal Government in case of Farmers Home Adminis-

tration a13o TantS loans directly to farmers who can riot secure

credit from other sources.

To what extant the Federal farm programs will affect the

operations and policies of commercial banks is unforesoablo. It

wiU depend partly on what farm policy contributes to agriculture

and partly on general outlook of agriculture itself, In general,

it can be said that farm policy if effective will generate more

bank credit in the agricultural sector. For the Federal farm

credit agencies, undoubtedly they will provide commercial banks

with some degree of ocapotition. Commercial banks are no longer

considered as the only source from which farm credit can be

secured, Since the federal farir program is limited in scope and

cannot be accessed to all farmers, it can influence the operations

of commercial banks only to some extent. It is understood that

commercial banks have improved their procedures and services as

a result of the competition from the federal farm credit agencies,

eapecially from the Production Credit Associations(lO, p. 100).

Iii some cases, commercial banks benefit from the federal

farm program. It is in the case of the Federal Intermediate

0:redit Banks. Commercial banks also are eligible to rediscount

agricultural paper with these banks. As a matter of fact, the

?ed.eral Intermediate Credit Bariks were set up initially with the

intent that commercial banks would use their services. But the

commercial banks have not done so because they can obtain



additional funds from other sources with lower rates than those

from the federal Intermediate Credit Banks. And because

restrictions on eligible paper for rediscounting are too severe

and the supervisory nature of the intermediate banks is impalat-

able, banks have never used their services to any degree. The

majority of commercial banks usually turn to the Federal Reserve

System, Thus, the services of the Federal Intermediate Credit

nks largely are ot benefit to those who have used them such

as the Productive Credit Associations.



CHAPTER III

AGRI CULT WAL CED1T OF CQ4MERQIAL BANKS
C)URES AND TRANSACTIONS

Aricuitural Ciedt Department

As volume of bank credit extended to farmers has increased,

how to provide farmers with better services is the problem

confronting the commercial banks at the present time. Because

the nature of agriculture is different from those of other

businesses, banks without men trained in agriculture are hardly

competent to serve farmer's needs. Being fully aware of the fact

that they iare a big part in financing agriculture, commercial

banks in recent years are interested in adding to their staffs

persons who have been trained in agriculture. This trend indicates

the willingness of commercial banks to prepare themselves to I

the needs of farmers. The purposes for which agricultural trained

men are employed can be listed as follows:

1. To improve quality of loans;

2. To improve public relations;

3. To permit delegation of authority;

k. To increase volume of business;

5. To assist in promoting changes in local agriculture
(32, p. 123).

Thess icn in goneral are called ui&er different names such

as "agricultural representatives", "farm. representatives", or



"agziculturai trained men" (5, p. 5). Xn this study they will

be called bank farm specialiats. These bank farm specialists

generally have many duties. Their duties may vary from bank to

bank but most of them will be concerned with agricultural loan

aervicing such as making farm visitation, helping farmers to make

farm and home plans, and other related services.

Although there is no evidence indicating that there are

agricultural credit departments as such, commercial banks, in

most cases, prefer to have farm speciaLists to handle and service

agricultural loans. According to the discussion of the role of

agricultural representatives in banks at the National Agricultural

Credit Conference "ivany banks, both large and small, were strong

in their support of having the farm representative make routine

farm loans with the idea of having him become the chief agri-

cultural lending officer. This policy was adopted after the

bank felt that the farm representative was properly trained in the

lending practices a the bank" (32, p. l2i-_l2S). By hiring farm

specialists, commercial banks undoubtedly are better equipped for

handling and servicing agricultural loans than before. It would

not be surprising if coranorcial banks create separate loan

departments for agriculture in the near future. In so doing,

commercial banks will be ideally suited to serve agriculture.

Loan Procedures

It has been said earlier that although ail commercial

banks might have the se objectives, sub as to attracts more



deposits, to serve their community, and to invest funds safely

and profitably, the procedures used. in the process of making

agricultural loans vary in detail from bank to bank. They vary

because of the differences in physical, economic, and social

conditions of the communities that are served and above all because

of the policy of the individual banks (1, p. 25). In addition,

the procedures followed vary from borrower to borrower. Thy also
vary because of types of loans. For short-term production loans

which in most cases are secured by chattel properties, the ap-

praisal of farm land and buildings is not necessary. But for

long-term real estate loans, the appraisal becomes essential.

Moreover, repayment capacity is viewed in terms of gross income

for short-term production loans but in terms of net income for

lonterxn real estate loans. Nevertheless, in general they always

tend to follow the same pattern. This section is devoted t

discussing the methods and procedures employed by commercial banks

in rendering credit and other cervices to farmers.

Loan Application

All commercial banks require that borrowers must submit

their application for loans to the banks before consideration is
taken. This application will give the banks some of the informa-

tion necessary for evaluating the possibility of making .oans to
the applicants, The detail in application forms var' from bank

to bank, however. But in all cases, other than borrowex name
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age, address, and information concerning family, the applicatiou

must provide for the following information:

1. Amount of loan requested,

2. Purpose for which loan is to be used,

3. Term of loan,

k, Interest rate and other fees charged,

5. Pro.osed plan of repayment,

6. Amount and kind o security, if any, offered
(15, p.

In some cases, commercial banks also need more information

on past experience of the applicant in dealing with other credit

agencies. In addition, the names of references may be required.

These names, of course, should be well known locally. The

information obtained from those sources are very helpful in

rating the qualification of the prospective borrower.

Needless to say, most of the information can be obtained

from the applicant himself. It is the policy of the banks to

discuss with the applicant his request for a loan. The discus-

sion will be concerned with such matters as mentioned above.

Furthermore, most banks may inquire from the applicant during

the interview the information on such matters as:

1. Size and type of operating unit believed to he most
efficient,

2. Profitability of the project or program in which the
loanab].e funds are to be used,

3. Amount of funds believed to be sufficient to carry the
program through successfully and any expected additional
funds that would be required for financing the program
during the season (k7, p. 6).



The information required from each individual applicant may

vary depending on bow well he is known, his character and reputa-

tion, and his income and financial condition. The bove mentioned

requirements usually are not imposed on active customers whose

reputations are well known to the banks. If the banks are

satisfied with their past experience, these well known applicants

may borrow from the banks a considerable amount of moxie' without

any security required except their personal promissory note.

However, for new prospective borrower, the banks may require

additional information on his expected income and financial con

dition. In most cases, the financial statement and farm budget

are required from the applicants if they are new to the banks.

The discussion with the applicant should result in a better

understanding between the bank loan officer, bank farm specialist,

and borrower. The interview can take place at the bank office

as well as at the borrower's place during a farm visit, it is

a general practice of the bank farm specialist to make a farm

visit after the application for a loan is accepted. A farm visit-

ation will give the farm specialist an opportunity not only to

check the farmer borrower's assets and to inspect the farm con-

ditions but also to get acquainted with the farmer and to know

him better. In general, the farm visitation and discussion with

the applicant will result in making a loan under conditions

favorable to both the bank and borrower.
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financial Statement and Operating Statement

A financial statement is a detailed record of farmer's own

assets, liabilities, and his net worth at a specific time. In

other words, the financial statement will show what a farmer owxs

and what he owes at a given time. In most cases, a financial

statement is required by the bank to which the applicant is new.

It is usually prepared by the bank farm loan officer during an

interview or while visiting with the farmer borrower. However,

in some cases, it is arranged by the farmer himself (8, p. 112).

The financial statement will give the commercial bank a

good picture of the financial position of the applicant s well

as an indication o± the amount of resources he has to work with.

Similarly, the form of financial statement may vary from bank to

bank. But, in all cases, it provides information concerning

values of assets owned and liabilities owed by the farmer In

general, the financial statement shows such items as cash on hand,

current debts, values of farm land and building, machinery and

equipment, livestock and all other properties owned, In addition,

the financial statement should include the following information:

1. An itemization of laud owned indicating number of acres,
types of crops grown, type of soil, and mortgage
condition.

2. The description and condition of farm buildings,
machinery and equipment.

3. An itemization of accounts and notes payable.

1f. The amount and types of insurance.

5. The types and number of livestock.



6. The description and condition of any other properties
owned (k6, p. 55).

Since commercial banks in the process of making loans

generally give more consideration to earning capacity of the

applicant than on his net worth or equity, the financial state-

ment will indicate what quantity aid quality of resources the far-

mer borrowers control. This, in turn, will provide the basis for

commercial banks to determine the earning capacity of the farmers.

These resources and their relation to the farm income derived

from the operating statement are of great importance for making

some judgement on the managerial ability of the applicant. If

high quality and quantity of resources are maintained but

relatively low income is eident, it indicates that the managerial

ability of the applicant might be limiting.

The operating statement is a record of income and expense

of farm production for a particular period of time. The operating

statement will show whether the applicant has profitable enter-

prises. Since all borrowers are expected to make their repayment

out of their farm income, the operating statement will indicate

whether the applicant has ability for making repayment if a loan

were granted. To be useful in evaluating a farmer's ability,

the operating statement should cover the past record of farm

operation as well as the proposed plan for future action and

anticipated results concerning the specific program for which

borrowed money is to be used. As in the case of the financial

statement, the farr operating statement is also prepared by the



farm loan officer in cooperation with the borrower.

Iii estimating expenses and income from future production,

the problem encountered is what prices and quantities should be

used. It should be recognized that the net farm income derived

from the estimation is tlie result of scheduled inputs, outputs

and prices used, If these factors are far from realistic, the

operating statement based on such figures will not provide a

good basis for determining the farmer's ability1 The roposed

plan and expected result of farm production, therefore, should

be estimated from the most reliable data which are available,

In additions other factors that affect yield of production such

as variation in weather, disease, etc., also should be taken

into account, Ira doing so, it is unlikely that the result

obtained will be over-estimated.

In the preparation of an operating statement, it is desirable

that physical data such as crop yields, number of livestock or

quantity of milk produced should be included. The operating

statement shown in terms of money alone may not provide suf-

ficient information for making any qualitative determination of

the farm business. Physical data will indicate information on

which farm enterprises are more efficient than the others. The

operating statement which includes the physical data will provide

most of the information essential for appraising the farm business.

At least, it will bew the period of farm production and when the

farmer expects to dispose of his farm products. Then the cbedulo



fez repayment of the loan extended can be made accordingly,

Although the financial arid operating statements msy provide

enough information concerning farm enterprises, in some cases a

comparison statement is required by commercial banks. As a

matter of fact, the comparison statement is nothing but a series

of financial atatenonts over a period of time, The purpose for

which the comparison statement is requested or prepared is to

consider the improvement of financial condition of the applicant

during such period. It will show whether the financial position

of the borrower is improved or weakened. The comparison statement

will help to justify the applicant's ability in managing his

farm business.

Comment Sheet and Inspection Report

After the application is accepted, it is the duty of the

farm specialist to investigate the applicant's farm business, his

character and his family. It is concerned with his farm,

managerial ability, experience, credit needs as well as his

financial position. There are several sources from which the

above information can be obtained, The bank can contact other

banks with which the applicant previously did business and other

references that are given. The discussion and visit with the

applicant also provides this personal information. The report

of the investigation is referred to as "comment sheet'.

In addition, it is general practice for bank farm special-

ists to make farm visits for inspecting and chenking the
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assets. The inspection report is supplementary to the financial

statement. it will give the bank the detailed record of chattel

properties owned such as number of livestock and their value,

types and values of farm implements and machinery. This report

is useful for the preparation of a chattel mortgage. In the

case of a real estate loan, the inspection report will be concerned

largely with an appraisal of the farm. Furthermore, the investi-

gator should contact the court house to check whether the

app1icants properties already have been mortgaged and recorded,

Loan Analysis

When all reaujred information has been assembled, whether

the commercial bank will grant the loan requested depends on the

result of loan analysis, The bank farm loan officer must make

careful consideration whether it is a sound loan and worthy of

favorable action. Because commercial banks are profit-seeking

organizations, bank funds must be invested in such a way that

profit is realized and safety is maintained.

The loan analysis will be concerned largely with the borrower

and his family, his financial position, his ability to repay, his

credit needs, repayment plan and security to be pledged (8, p.

12k). In other words, the iaportant factors need to be considered

are the applicant's character, capability and collateral. The

application, the financial statement, the comment sheet, the

operating statement and the nspection report will provide

evidence and information necessary or analysing a loan requested.



The maximum amount which a commercial bank will lend to the

applicant s uepenaent on the result of ioan analysis. As a

matter of fact, the amount of loan extended varies with different

borrowers9 type of security, and aiount of risk involved. If

chattel property is used as secu:rity, the maximua amount a

mercial bank will lend tc a borrower is usually about 50 to ôO

percent of the appraised value of the chattels. For a real

estate secured loan, in general not over 50 percent of the

appriased value 01' farm real estate used as security is granted

p. 7),

In addition there are charter regulations cverninL' the

amount commercial banks can lend to an individual borrower.

These regulations are issued either by he congress or state

1gislature. The national banks cannot lend more than in amount

equal to 10 percent of their capital and surplus to an individual

borrower, partnership, assoatation or corporation (25, p. O2)e

This rule naturally applies to farmer borrowers. For state

banks, the limitation of lending varies from state to state but

generally does not differ widely from national bank laws, However,

the specific extent of variation is not known.

Fara 4ppraisal

When farm land is used as security for obaining a loan,

the appraisal of farm real estate becomes necessary. The inspec-

tion report of the loan officer will be concerned with fars

appraisal. In some cases, the commerca1 banks might CiiOJ a



professional 7ppraisr to do the job.

Purpose oI. Appraisal

The main purpose of appraising farm land and buildins in

connectiofl with making a real estate secured loan is to obtain

estimated values of these assets for determining how large a

loan can b made. In case the recuested loan is for the pux'-

chase of a farm, the appraisal may render an indication ci

whether the farmer can afford to pay the asking price (1?, p. 110).

Briefly speaking, there are only three methods of appraising

farm real estate, viz., the capitalization method, the sale price

method, and the comparat±ve method. The capitalization method

assumes that value of the farm appraised will have some relation

to the average annual net income such farm can produce over a

period oi years. The ratio ox not income to land ama cuildiflCS

to the appraised value is called the capitalization rate. In

other words, it is a rate at which farm value is estimated from

net income attributable to land arid buildings. In general, it

is an expected rate of return on investment or such xarm.

On the other hc.aci, the farm value can be esi.mated by the

sale price xuethod. This approach regards the selling price that

typical buyers paid for farm land similar in characteristics to

the farm land being appraised as the value 0± the ub,iect prover-

ty. ThE. value appraised is iased largely upon the past record

of actual selling pricas with some adjustment for future expecta-

tion. 'or the comparative method, it is nothir but the



combination of the two methods mentioned above. By using the

comparative method, the values of bench mark farm of the same

type are first estimated on the basis of actual selling prices.

Then the values of the er farms are checked as to whether

there is a consistent relation to the net inccaes the farms

produce. The value of bench mark farms, thereafter, is used as

a basis to determine whether the value of a farm thich has been

estimated is consistent, This method is considered to be more

scientific than the others (28, p. 2'+5-2k9).

Nevertheless, there is no one method of appraisal which

can detormine an exact value of a particular farm. each method

requires a high degree of judgement and experience on the part of

the appraiser. The appraised value from either one of the three

methods, therefore, represents only the best judgement the apprais

er can make.

Steps in Making Farm Appraisal

According to Willian G. Murray there are six steps involved

in making a farm appraisal (29, p. 21-23). The brief discussion

of these steps is presented.

The first step is the preparation of an appraisal map of the

farm in question. The farm location and description can be ob-

tained from the owner. In most cases, an aerial photograph of

farm land is available from the U. S. Department of Agriculture

or county court house. This map will provide an appraiser with

some information concerning type of SQ1i topography and drainage.



In addition, a farm visiting must he uade.

The second step is the determiaation of the typical croppin

systelil and tb estimation of crop yield. Also, the appraiser

must consider what system o' crop rotation will maintain farm

productivity. Furthermore, number and type of live3tock which

is suitable for particular farm must be considered. A past

record of crop yield if available will provide some basis on

which future yield can be estimated.

To inventory the farm buildings and other farm improvements

is the third step in making a farm appraisal. This is done during

the farm visit and inspection. The condition and life of the farm

buildings and iniproveLInts and amount of annual maintenance

essential for a farmer to maintain his production must he carefully

considered.

The preparation of an income statement is important and is

the fourth step an appraiser has to follow. It will be concerned

with the estimation of expected incomes and expenses. The income

statement will give information about not income attributable to

the productivity of the iarm land. The prices used to estimate

income and expense is dependent on the judgement of an appraiser.

In general, average prices which are expected to prevail over a

period of years in the future are used.

Further, the value of farm land is determined by capitalizing

net income attributable to the land and buildings. The capital!-

ration rates used are somewhat arbitrary. In some cases, the



interest rate on farm mortgage loans is used. On the other hand,

the present return landlords or farm. operators expect to receive

on their capital can be used as a basis for estixaating value of

farm land.

By using the net returns to the landlord s the basis for

capitalization, the estimation of many operating expenses can be

avoided. It is assumed that the returns to the landlord bear

some relation to the value of farm land, it i an income derived

from the use of farm land and buildings. The returns to the land-

lord, therefore, are regarded as sound basis upon which the farm

value can be estimated. The value thus obtainea is ne productive

value of the land and buildings.

Finally., the total value of the appraised farm is estimated.

To determine the total value, t is necessary to compare the

farm being appraised with the sale price of farms in the area

which have sold in order to reflect intangible values such a$

location, communication, community and other factors. AU of

these value influences must be taken into consideration in

arriving at the total value of the whole £ari.

Collateral Reuirements and Credit Instruments

The security reuired from an individual borrower by the

commercial banks varies depending on how well he is known, his

financial position as well as degree of risk and uncertainty

involved. As previously aentioned, conerciai can:s right etond

credit to their active customers 'vhose reputations are welL known



on their personal notes. In these cases, no property is pledged

as security. But, in general, it is logical to expect that only

production loans made for relatively short periods would be

given by commercial banks without collateral. It is unlikely

that comnieciai banks will grant long-term loans, sy 10 to 20

years, without security requireients. In moat cases, sonic kind.

of property is required to be pledged as security for loans

extended. For individual banks, there is no agreement as to the

extent security should be required. Some sanms ma:e a large

percentage of their loans on a non-secured basis but others make

few or no loans not secured by sorie type of property (3, p. SO).

In other words, there is no uniformity in policy among commercial

banks as to how much collateral is required, Soae banks may de-

mand relatively large amounts 01 collateral as compared with the

amount of loans extended. The reason for requiring collateral

security is nothing hut to protect the safety of bank funs.

The promissory note is a signed promise of the borrower

to repay a loan at a specified time and place in addition to a

stipulated rate of interest. Every borrower has to ci this

note. In some instances, the commercial banks are willing to

make loans to a new borrower on his promissory note without

collateral security provided that some person or persons other

than the borrower agrees to sign the nct with the borrower. It

is the obligation of co-signers to make repayncnt of loans if the



borrower fails to do u.

Chattel ortaae

The chattel mortgage is counonly used. as the legal doeuiient

pledging collateral security for obtaining short aiid intermediate-

term commercial bank loans. It is a mortgage on movable proper-

ties such as livestocks, produced or growing crops, farm machinery

and equipment. The term of chattel mortgage differs from state

to state depending on what state the mortgage is made in. How-

ever, in general, it is mado for a relatively short period of

say up to 5 years. Unless it is renewed, the chattel

mortgage ceases to be in force after its term has expired. The

chattel mortgage once made, as a rule, must bc filed in the

court house for recording. In so doing, the connercial hank

will have the first claim on the property pledged under the

mortgage. Commercial banks normally will not accept second

mortgages. Since the chattel mortgage is a conditional transfer

of the title of property, it is necessary for farmer borrowers

to obtain consent from the comtercial bank before the sale of

mortgaged property can be made. Nevertheless, an agreement con-

cerning this matter can be arranged beforehand between the bank

and borrower.

Rea1tMore
Aside: from chattel property, real estate is also offered

as collateral to secure loans from commercial banks. In most

eases, loans that require longer periods of time to repay are



secured by real estate mortgages. A real estate mortgage, like

a chattel mortgage, is a conditional transfer of the title f

property to the lender. If the conditions under which tki loan

is given are met, this transfer is cancelled. To establish

priority of claim, the real estate mortgage must be filed in the

court house. There can be *ore than one mortgage on particular

real estate, but only the holder of the first mortgage has the

full right to claim on property undor the mortgage.

As mentioned before, the security required by individual

banks varies. However, there is no way to indicate what typos

of security are prevalent among the commercial banks individually.

The survey of farm loans of commercial banks made by the Federal

Reserve $ystem which already has been mentioned, indicatsi that

k3 percent of total farm loans outstanding at mid-year of 19% of

all insured commercial banks was secured by chattel mortgages;

27 percent was secured by ra1 estate mortgages; and percent

was endorsed. The remaining 2 percent was unsecured loans or

otherwise unclassified (6, p. 1170).

Commercial Bank Interest Rates

The primary cost of obtaining loans from commercial

banks is the interest paid by the farmer borrowers. The interest

which the farmer borrower has to pay for loans extended by com-

mercial banks is calculated two different ways depending on the

agreement between the two parties concerned. One is calculated

on a simple annual interest rate basis; the other is on a



discount basis.

Interest Pate

The rates of interest which commercial banks charge on

loans granted at any particular time differ with different banks

as well as with different loans within indiidual banks. They

vary because of size of loan, size of la:uth, location, custom,

degree of' risk, maturity and reps:cat ian and security offered.

In other words, there is no unifcimity in the rates of interest

charged on commercial bank farm loans. In addition, the interest

rate charged on loans of the federal credit adencies also has

some effect on the interest rate of commercial banks. In any

case, a commercial bank cannot charge rates of interest on con-

ventional type loans higher than the maximum limitation specified

by the law of the scate in which the bank operates.

The size of loans is considered as the most important factor

affecting the interest rate paid by farmers for bank loans. lxi

general, small loans carry a higher rate than large loans. The

high rate on small loans reflects the cost oi extending and

servicing the loans. since the cost of extendin; arj1 auminlster-

ing loans is almost the same rerardloss of loan sio, tiie oost

of extending small loans is relatively high as compared with the

amount of loans extended.

The interest rates also vary by types of security, maturity,

and methods of repayment of loans. Unsecured loans, as a rule,

carry higher rates than secured loans. Also, the rate on short-

term maturity loans is higher than that on long-term maturity
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loans. Moreover, the rate on single roDayment loans is hiher

than that on loans made repayable in unstallacats of similar

maturities

Since 191+0 the average interest rate on real estate mortgage

loans of banks has remained relatively stable. The rate has

averaged below 6 percent (1+3, p. 152). Nevertheless, the survey

of the Federal Reserve System showed that the interest rate of

all farm loans outsta22dng, real estate and non-real estate, at

the time of the survey averaged o.i percent. The average rate

for different size of loana ranged from 7.1+ percent on loans

under 500 dollars to 3.3 percent on loans of 20,000 dollars or

niore ven aaon aecured loans, snaIl loans always carried a

higher average rate than large loans. The average rate on loans

of different methods of repayment also varied widely. For single

repayment, it was 6.1 percent for all sizes of loans. The average

rate was 5.5 percent for loans repayable in installments with

interest charted on the unpaid balance. The rate was 10.? percent

for loans repayable in instllrents vj±ti interest charged on. the

oriuna1 amount of the lea..n (27, p. :.6o265).

untCIiares

By using a discounc basis, the incerezt is paia in savarice.

Some banks make loans on a discount basis as well as cii a simple

annual interest rate basis. It can be said that all commercial

banks because of income consdora.tions prefer to make loans on a

discount basis However, for farm loans, the najority of



commercial banks 'believe that farmers are more willing to accept

loans made on a simle annual interest rate plan rather than on

a discount method (2, p. 80). Because of this and competition

from other lenders, it is unlikely that farm loan interest rates

on a discount basis will be prevalent among commercial banks.

In addition to interest charged, commercial banks usually

charge an appraisal and recording fee in making secured loans to

farmers. In some cases, mileage may be charged nor travel in

connection with making a loan. As would be expected, these prac-

tices vary from bank to bank. Also, the amount of these charges

varies depending on magnitude of loan, customer, and the amount

of work involved. Some banks at certain times indirectly have

augmented their interest returns by requiring that the borrower

maintains a minimum balance in a checking account. Some banks

also cover a charge for establishing title insurance and credit

rating.

Reayment Plans and Renewal o± Unpaid Balance

From the results of the Federal Reserve survey of farm loans

held by commercial banks, it can be said that there are two main

methods 0 bank loan repayment. One is the sin:'le reiayaent plan;

the other is a plan whereby repayments are made in instaliments

The installment repayment or amortization plan is subdivided into

two categorie viz., installment repayments with interest charged

on the amount of loan outstanding and installment repayments with

interest charged on the original 7rincipal (27, p. 264).
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There is a certain type of bank loan in which th repayment

plan does not fail into the two methods of repayment mentioned

above, This type of loan is generally known as the budgeted loan.

It is a loan made for financing farm operation throughout the pro-

duction period. The pian is made beforehand as to when and how

much a loan is needed during the production period. The plan also

indicates when and how much repayment can be made during such

period. In general, the plan is made in accordance with the amount

of loan recuested and the expected income received by a borrower.

The single repayment method is coIn!nonlyed by commercial

banks except Zor long-term real estate loans. I; Ls widely used

for loans to finance seasonal operations and for some loans made

for financing intermediate-term investments. On the other hand,

it would be ex2ected that the installment repayment plan generally

would be used among real estate loans and part of the intermediate-

term loans because these types of loans usually are made in rela-

tively large amounts and for long maturities. The above mentioned

survey showed that 70 percent of total farm loans outstanding in

mid-1956 carried single repayment terms; the reaminder was under

the provision of repayment by installment (6, p. 1172). Since

short-term maturity loans or loans made for financing seasonal

production are relatively small in size and more emphasized among

commercial banks, such a result could be expected. A15o it was

indicated that the installment repayment plan with interest charged

on the original amount of the loan wa commonly used for loans to

finance intermediate-term investments (27, p. 265).



The single repayment method is the repayment of a loan in

full at the maturity date or sometime before it is due. With

the installment repayment plan, loans are repaid in part during

the terni for which the iom is writ ten. The provision of repay-

ment concerning principal and interest by this method is dependent

upon the aroeent between the lender and borrower. or long-

term real estate loans, in general, there are two wa ys by which

the repayment n installments can cc scheauled. One is calisu

the staudard plan; the other is called the Springfield plan. With

a standard plan, all payments except the last are equal in amount

and are made periodilly throughout the life of the loan. A

portion of this fixed amount is for interest and the remaining

part is applied on the irincipal. Interest is paid on outstanding

principal. Under the provision of the Springfield plan, a fixed

payment on princlial, plus interest, is wade. Therefore, the

total amount of each periodic payment is not equal to one another

because interest is paid on. outstanding principal. The schedule

for periodic repayment under these two methods depends on the

agreement between the lender and borrower. Since farmer's income

can hardly be expected on regular schedule, installments with

irregular payment is more suitable for farm loans. However, th

what extent it is used can hardly be indicatod.

When the repayment schedule cannot be met, renewal of a loan

becomes necessary. Although loans Lw all cases are made according

to the borrowers ability to repays for 1terous reasons barrower



sometimes cannot fulfill their obliation Therefore, they

ask fcr an extension of their loan. Othervrse Lhe loan wou be

declared deiincuent,

In genea1, , nwals have been widely used in farm lendinj

(6, p. 1172). To what extsat farm loans of individual banks are

renewed cannot be determined. However, it would te exectcd that

the percentae of renewals vzould be higher for production type

loans with sinl reaymen ;.rovlsions. Pracically, there are

two ways by hicb loans can be icno;sd. In th first place,

renewal is planned at the time a loan is made. In this case,

a loan is made vftth terms sDocifying that it is subject to

be renewed when repayment cannot be met a; aaturity date provided

satisfactory effort and iJro2recc have been made, It is under-

standable that loans made by this method ouct ce reaea'ied. Tne

other way is called unplanned renewal. In this case the borrower

aska for renewal when he cannot moot payments on schedule.

There is considerable variation in policr amon' individual

banks concerning loan renewal and repayment plans. But in a

number of cases, repayment schedules are worked out in such a

way that they will conform win the period of expected income.

Since uncertainty always prevails in farming, £ is unlikely

that farmers wUl achieve such expectation in every case.

Delinouent loans and cxnensiv litigation Oid pile up if

renewals were not accepted by the lending banks. Is wood lenders,

commercial banks must ive reasonac10 consideration to production

circunstances of farmer borrowers, assist them to overcome their
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difficulties and. make every adjustment that good banking practice

can permit (8, p. 93). Therefore, in sor.ie cases, renewals cannot

be avoided. For this reason, although some banks do not grant

loans with n1aturitie that exceed qarLieu1ar periods of time,

it is agreed between the bank nnd borrower that such loans can

be renewed at the enã of maturi y period if borrower is unable

to meet payment, In some cases, renewals are planned under the

original agreement between the borrower end lender at the time

the loan is made if the maturity period indicated does riot con-

form to the realized income from farm production (15, p 30-31).

Foreclosure of Morage$

Although commercial banks in all cases take every precaution

to prevent loan delinquency, once in a while sonic aiks experience

such a problem. It is not the policy of commercial banks, of

course, to teke foreclosing action whenever they have delinquent

loans, In general, the commercial banks will work out arrange-

ments to give delincuent borrowers the orportun:Lty to pay back

their loans. If the borrowers still cannot or will not fulfill

their obligation under the provision granted, foreclosure of

mortgages, thereafter, any not be avoided.

The foreclosure of a mortgage is a legal process. It

must be done in accordance with the laws and regulations under

which the mortgage in question has been made. For chattel mort-

gages, the foreclosure might be done with or without court

action (28, p. Q2). however, the procedure of foreclosure



must comply with the law of the stote n which the property

covered by mortgage is located. Since state 1w iff or greatly,

legal counsel should be eniployed when foreclosure of mortgage

beconcs necessary,

Other Service Assistance

The commercial banks, at the present time, not only extend

credit to meet the needs of farmers, but also provide them with

other services, Some of these services, however, can be cons-id-

erect as part of loan servicing. The most prevalent one is iarxa

management service. Nevertheless, some banks not only perorm

farm management work as part o farm loan servicing but also

operate iarms for their customers on a business basis. The

farms under their operation, in general, are trust-owned. If

they have enough volume of business, the&e banks may establish

a separate department for farm management service. The function

of this department is concerned largely with managing faris.

But in most cases, this department performs more functions than

managing farms. In general, it is the agricultural department

which takes care of all aspects of work pertaining to aricuiture

(18, p. 129),

Generally speaing, there is no question aoout the usefull-

ness of bank frm mana:eent service o farmer borrowers. But

the queaton is iioi many banks can operate a farm management

service beyond that part needed for farm loan servicing. So

far there is no data on this matter available, However, this



phase o business is Ukely far beyond the capacity of a small

country bank. For small country banks, they may be able to

employ a farm specialist to handle farm loans but it is unlikely

that they can afford to open a seperate department for farm

nianaement service.
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CHAPTER IV

AG2ICULTURAL CREDIT P1CBLiM INTHAD

It has been said that agriculture is Thailand (31, p. 1).

For an. Unaerstandin Cl rmcuitural credit aria related problemi'

of Thailand, therefore, it is necessary to have some .;eneral

background of the agriculture in tile country.

1;roird

Physically amd economically, Thailand is essentially an

agricultural country It is estimated t taie population of

Thailand is 23 million. Of this number, four-fifths earn tneir

living from ag:rlculturc. At tnc rrcsent time, atnoun Thamlams

is coming up to the takeoff stao for industrialization, cr

culture is the mainstay of the economy Rice is the main product

of the country. Farmers grow rice for market; as well as for

their own consumption. It is estimated that tothird ci' the

population is enacd in rice production. Also, rico is

major source, dircctiy and indirectly, oi the Government's

revenues.

The total area of Thailand is about 200,C0O square miles,

but only 18 percent yr about 36,000 scuare miles is being devoted

to crop production. Rice Thrm.tn covers about 0 ;erceni; of the

total area under production; the remainder is used to produce

other crops, The area can be divided into four main parts,
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Northern Thailand, Central Thailafld, Northeastern Thailand ana

Southern Thailand. The average size of farm varies among the

areas so dividec3. Average farm size ranges from 12.3 acres in

the centra.L part, to 10.9 acrez in the northeastern part, 1O.

acres in the southern part arid 38 acres in the northern part of

the country. For the country ao a whole, the average size is

10.2 acres. Zt is also estimated that 87 percent of farmers

bold title to their om lands (36, p. 6:). Only 13 percent of

the farmers are tenants,

Relatively speaking, agriculture in Thailand is still ifl

the stage of self-subsistence, The economic farm survey in 1953

indicated that only L15 percent of Thai farmers had received

income fron sales of rice (36, p. 250). This figure might have

changed in recent years, however. But there is no comparative

study to indicate whether it has changed or not.

In addition to rice, Thai farmers grow other crops such as

soy beans, corn, cassava, groundnuts, tobacco and other field

crops. Althouh they yield relatively fair income to farmers,

only small areas are devoted to producing these crops (35, p. 29).

Since rice may becore more difficult to export, development and

expansion of t.hese crops should be encouraged.

Naturally, Thailand is suitable for growing rice. There is

heavy rainfall from May to September which provides sufficient

amounts of water for farmers to grow rice. Also, there are four

big tributaries rinning froi the northern part of the country

through the cenrai part to form the big Chac Praya river. These



tributaries are the main sources of water supiy for the areas

through which they pass. Due to the fact that rice farming in

Thailand to a great extent is dependent on these natural factors,

the variation in flow of water has a great affect on rice produc-

tion in the country. In other words, a high degree of risk and

uncertainty always evails in rice farming in Thailand,

According to the economic farm survey of 1953, the average

total capital investment per farm was 20,51i-3 Baht (20 Babts

is equal to I U. S. dollar) out of which 3,71c3 Bahtsere

attributed to work animals and farm eçuipment. The average net

income per faru family was about 5,000 Bahts or about 250 dol-

lars, including both off-farm income and products produced on the

farm for family living (37, l3-136). It can be seen that

capital investment for working animals and farm equipment was

relatively low. Since the method of rice farming in Thailand

is quite simple and depends mostly on bwan and animal labor,

such results would be expected.

In general, there are two main methods o rice sultivatiofl.

One is called the transplanting method; the other is the broad-

casting method, The transplanting method is more laborious than

the broadcasting one, With the transplanting method, rice seeds

are nursed in a special bed. After the seedlings avc grown to

a certain stage, they are uprooted and. transplanted onto ie?d

which has already been prepared. In most cases, it takes about

30 days for the rice seedlings to develop before they can be
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trai:tplanted, For the broadcasting method, rice seeds are sown 

on the ploughed-and-barrowed. field, After sowing, the seeds 

are covered by a second harrowing. In general, the method of 

rice cultivation in Thailand is not optional with the farmers 

but is governed. by such factors as topography, expected condition 

of water supply and availability of labor (23, p. 93). 

Credit Needs in Agriculture 

Thai farmers, like farmers elsewhere, need credit for 

improving and maintaining their production as well as for their 

family living. Since agriculture in Thailand is in a transitional 

period, from a subsistent basis to a commercialized one, it would 

be expected that credit needs in agriculture should increase. 

Farmers need. more credit to expand their production and to improve 

their methods of farming. It has been reported that it would be 

possible to increase yield per unit of land area in economically 

underdeveloped countries within a relatively short period of time 

by the use of fertilizers, insecticides, better seeds and other 

simple technological improvements (39, p. 29). This is believed. 

to be true with Thailand's agriculture. But farmers have to 

secure these items from outside sources. Improvement in technol- 

ogy usually means an increase in capital investment on farms. 

Before farmers can accept a new method of production, it must 

be within their reach. It is unlikely that farmers will adopt 

new technology when they are not in a position to do so. Since 

Thai farmers in general have relatively low incomes, they can 



not be expected to finance the increasing capital investment by

themselves. Therefore, availability of credit at a reasonable

cost must be guaranteed if inrrovement is expected to be realized

in agriculture,

However, an increase in supply of credit available to agri-

culture is not a sufficient condition to guarantee that develop'-

mont will take place in agriculture. It is only a necessary

one (9, p.230). Farmers themselves must be willing o take

action, They must have progressive attitudes towards change.

Other factors such as marketing facilities and extension service

must be geared to induce farmers to change bheir attitudes and

to accept new ideas as well. Unless these factors are parallelly

developed, the aim of using credit as a means to improve agricul-

ture is hardly to be achieved.

Present Agricultural (redit System

Although adequate information relating to types and sources

of credit to farmers are not available, it can be said that there

are three major groups of farm lending institutions in Thailand,

namely private or individual lenders, commercial banks, and

agricultural credit cooperatives.

Private Money Lenders

The term private money lenders used here refer to relatives,

landlords, individual money lenders, local dealers and merchants.

As in most economically less developed countries, there are

many individuals who make loans to farmers in Thailand. Those
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individuals are considered as an important source of farm credit1

It has been estimated that about 90 percent of all credit used

by Thai farmers canie from this source (22, P. 51).

Within this source, according to the farm economic survey

of 1953, relatives provided most of credit to farmers; and second

to relatives was local merchants (37, p. 138139). In Thailand,

it is commonly practiced by local merchants to advance credit to

farmers under the provIsions specifying that farmers must sell

their products after harvested to them. It is believed that

these individual lenders use their own funds in lending money

to farmers. owever, in some cases, it is said that these lenders

also obtain credit from commercial banks and then re-loan the

money to farmers (31, p. 8).

The cost of loans obtained from these sourceS is, of course,

relatively high. It varies from group to group. However, in

general, the interest rate varied from 256k percent on loans

from local merchants to 41f.70 percent on loans from landlords

(36, p. 112-Ilk).

Commercia). Banks

There has been evidence indicating that commercial banka in

Thailand also extended credit to agriculture (2, p. 51). But

it is believed that the extent to which commercial banks extend

credit to farmers is suite limited.

At the present time, there ax's some 27 commercial banks

operating in Thailand. Mong them, 16 commercial banks were



incorporated under Thai law, the remainder roprsent commercial

banks incorporated in foreign countries. The banking sysom in

Thailand is branch banking. AU head offices are located in

1ngkok which is the capital city; but there are numerous

branches spreading throughout the country. To date, there are

233 branches (1+4, p. 10). Because some of these branch banks

are located in areas which make them close to farmers, there is

a tendency that in tho future these banks will provide more

credit to meet the needs of farmers. iJhen such time comes, the

commercial banks will be a relatively important source of

agricultural loans in Thailand.

However, at the present time, these banks are relatively

unimportant in supplying credit to farmers. It was estimated

that not more than two percent of the total credit being' used

by Thai farmers wa provided by commercial banks (31, p. 8).

The cost of obtaining loans from these sources was between 7

and 13 percent annually (22, p. 51).

ricultural Cooperative Associations

Cooperatives were introduced into Thailand in 1916. The

first cooperatives organized were of the agricultural credit

type. The main purpose of introducing cooperatives into the

country wa to help the farmers to help themselves jointly

through cooperative association. Since then many types of

cooperatives hays been deyelopd and designed to meet the needs

of farmers. At the end of 1958, there were 10,659 cooperatives

in Thailand (31, p. 30).
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The cooperative program in Thailand is sponsored by the

Government, The Ministry of Cooperatives is the authority in

charge of the organization, supervision, and auditing of the

cooperative aocieties throuEhout the country.

and large, these agricultural cooperatives are considered

to be an important source of agriculturi eredt in Thailand

(22, p. 51). }Iowever, after aore than forty years of operation,

it is estimated that only 8 !.crcent of the Thai farmers has

obtained credit through these societies. These cooperatives,

in general, have received their loanable funds from the Bank for

cooperatives, the Thai Government and counterpart funds (ri, p.10).

among these cooperatives, agricultural credit cooperatives

provided more credit to farmer members than other types of coop

eratives. This is always true since 93 percent of total number

of cooperatives in Thailand are agricultural credit associations.

Other types of cooperatives through which substantial amounts of

credit has been ;ranted to farmers are land cooperatives and

paddy (rice) marketing cooperatives, The remaining types are

insignificant.

The land cooperatives and paddy marketing associations, in

general, are not concuered as important sources oz agrcultural

credit. These cooneratives obtain their loanable iurds oirectly

from the Thai Government. The credit extended to these societies

and to farmer members through these channels is considered only

a part of the primary Lunotion of Governont in carrying out
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these programs (31, p. 20-21).

For agricultural credit cooioratives, the main source of

their loanable uLIJc is the Bank for Cooperatives. These

organizations also have received rmall cmoun of pita? from

their members in the form o2 ieabership fees deposits, in

addition, there are two Provincial Cooperative Banks operatiud

n Uttaradic and Chieniai provinces0 These two provincla.L

banks receive deposits and supply eredit to aricuiturai credit

societies vxithi their provinces. The interest rate charged on

loans extended to these organizations is 7 percent per annum.

On the other hand, the interest rate being charged on loens to

farmer members from all agrcu1tural credit cooperatives is 10

percent annually.

Hi Coot of Loan

It has been seen that the interest rates charged on loans

to farmers from the major sources in Thailand varied between 10

percent on loans from agricultural credit cooperatives and +.7O

percent on loans from landlords0 This is considered unusually

high when cor:pared with the rates of interest paid by Anerican

farmers, 01 course there are several factors contributing to the

high cost of agricultural loans in Thailand. This section is

devoted to discussing this subject matter.

Risk and Uncertaintrin'

There are two kinds of risk and uncertainty concernin

farmers. One can be called risk and uncertainty due to producLion;



the other is due to niarketing.

There are only a few farms which have been chanized.

Although mechanization was introduced into Thailand's agriculture

at the end of the first World War, it has madc little progress

(35, p. 23). The majority of Thai farmers still naintain the

old method of farming. Animal labor is indispensible. In

other words, the nature of agriculture in Thailana is such that

there j a relatively high degree of dependence on natural

factors. Only a fraction of the total farm area has been irriga-

ted. Of the total area under cultivation, about 11+ percent is

accessible to irri:ation. It is Oxiocted that if irrigation
projects now underway are completed, they will provide a benefit

to Thai farmers covered in the production area of yield increases

up to 20 percent (37, p. 128-129).

xoept in irrigable areas, the majority of Thai £aring

are left to rely on the amount of rainfall. since rice, which

is a main crop, requires a substantial amount of water to grow,

tne variation in tne rainy season anct accordingly the amount of

rainfall make rice production in Thailand highly risky and un-

certain. As a matter of fact, either too much water or too

little water, in most cases, will result in crop failure. In

addition to risk and uncertainty dae to weather variation, other

things such as disease, pests and insects also have caused great

damage to crop and 1vestock proauction. because almost 100

percent of the control of insects, aiseases and pests 1$



provided by the Government free of charge, only a small part of

the total area is benefited by the program (36, p. 25). For

these reasons, it is unlikely to expect that farmers will have

stable ineome.

Marketing risk and uncertainty also has a great efiect on

farmers' incomes. In general, Thai farmers have received only

30 to 1+0 percent of the total rice export price (31, p, 78-70).

This has resulted partly from the policy of the Thai Government.

There is a practice by the Government to :intain the domestic

price of rice at low levels in order to acquire more revenues from

the export of rice. In addition, there is a relation between the

internal price and the world market price. Since most of the

commodities exported from Thailand are agricultural products, the

situation of world market always affects the domestic price of

farm products to some extent. As a consequence, instability of

farm product prices would be expected to prevail in Thailand.

It is believed that risk aid uncertainty of farming is

one factor which has caused the rate of interest on farm loans

to be unusually high. Because lenders always tsJe risk and

uncertainty into consideration for determining the rate of inter-

est, the high rate of interest on farm loans in Thailand partly

suggests that there is a hish degree of risk and uncertainty in

the farming business,

Size of Loan

In general, size of loan always has a significant effect



on interest rate, 3ince the cost of extending loans is almost

always the samo regardless o size of loan, a loan which is

small in size will tend to carry higher rate of interest than a

larger one. But to what cxtent e of loan affects the rate

of interest on farm leans in Thai1an cannot be measured.

The economic farm survey of 1953 chewed that the average

size of loan to farmers varied somewhat between 1,092 Bakts

of loans Iron relatives and 2,720 .1itc of loans from local

merchants (37, p. 138-139). The study of debt condition of

farmers and rice tradiag in Central Thailand in 1937-8 also

indicated chat the average size of loan in Thailand ranged

between 2,039 and k,178 Bahts(30, p. 506). The average size of

loan in Thailand is relatively small as compared with the average

size of loan in the United $tates. The average size of commercial

bank farm loan in 196 was l,400 dollars (6, p. 1163), which was

about 7 to 10 times of that in Thailand,

On the other hand, small size of loan might indicate that

cred:t was scarce. And because of the high cost of loans farmers

were not willing to use more credit to improve their farming,

small size of loan was a result. Furthermore, the high rate of

interest also indicates that these lenders have a more advantageous

bargaining position than farmer borrowers.

Monopo1istjc Position of Lenders

Another factor which has caused the rate of interest to be

high in Thailand is the monopolistic position of lenders.



Urgent nced a.luo lae of knowledge have compelled fax'raers to

depend on theoo le.ders. Ai5O :.oc.Luse of lack of transportation

and communloation faciliti farers find it necessary to rely

on locL erchans for their 5uiCS which in general are bought

on a credit aois. On the other hand, these local merciants are

xnari urketng cuanuols t:jrou:Xx whici.i i armors aisrose o their

pro iuct. Prices of agricultural troducts prevaiiinç ir local

markets are, of course, fixed by these merchants owing to their

superior bar aining ositio. ax'd lack of market understanding of

farierz; (30, j:. Lii). This ractice undoubtedly, has aggravated

the farmers' nocitions ;ou reat extent.

The monopolistic position of lenders has pointed out partly

that an alternative supply of credit might not be readily avail-

able. Partly because of lack of knowledge and understanding as

well as urgent x'eeds aake it ossib1e for money lenders to main-

tain their monopolistic position. What Thai farmers need is

education. Therefore, the extension service should he given

priority in any agricultural development program. However, it

is not implied that education will solve every probles. But

at least the cxtension service, if effective, wil]. change the

attitude of farmers to some extent.

Insufficiency of Marketing' Facilities

As mentioned earlier, income of Thai farmers is uncertain

due to high degree of risk and uncoxtainty in production and
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narketing In recent yearS, several irogras have been initiated

to cope with heao probi:n These or:ai: include irrijtion,

seed impr i:ncr±, incet and pest control, animal breeding,

tr.ortaoa ac others. In general, it can be seen tha

greater en:iar;is is placed on productica problems than on the

probleri of :rh a a cona euence, cone cptc and facilities

essential foz tu;roved marketing of agricultural prOQUC tS

not adecuately prov.Ldcd faa. iosc marketing rich as well as

production risk i. aLnir.ized cinultaneously, it is unreasonable

to believe that faruers yil1 adopt new tcc1ini.ues and

their :roductic.a, Jcordngly, so long as tnese situations

prevail in Thailand, the obj rtivc for which a credi program is

aecentuaiad ;Id not be realicd.

Thu pr blom of insufficiency cf narkot:Lng facilitla is a

matter of inisidaal fac as r;c-LL as general. p1i concern.

The Govoruaont ThL3 aLe itsrc - Iirevidi E1arket1i1 facilities

for agricultuaal devulopucat. The of I XO51fl production

would b ie agicus i- there Ic a hailcaa in iaa'keting. It is

about time tb C1OCI5.i attention mast ha diecci tonarda the

problem Of agricultural marketing. Production witlicul: an. out-

let is astei onergy1 (31, . l) Li Idition, agricultural

development deaards that an increaiing proportion of production

must be sold in tue maricet (9, p. c). The ágrcultural marzet

ing problems in Thailand are treated under bhree headings,

agricultural aarke t ing service, none andardizatior. of products,

and market1ng nIormation.
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Aricu1tural Iiarkntin ServLce

There ae several ovcrr.nenthi aencies angagod in providing

aono part o rzeting orvices t farierc in Thailand. These

include Miristry 01 Agrcultr, nictri of Ecoioiie Aifairs,

Niiaitry of Cooreratves and Ministry of Interior. However,

there is no one single tnifiod gucy bo perfoi e;elusivly

iarketng cervices zo iiai. armsrs. it s aaraly to o

that aec los whose fuactio:ie are c'mcerned alncst redo:ainauUy

with non-aricultux'ai Trotlo1s to be effective in rendering

services to farners. It is, therefore, a logicai opinioll iiat

an aency nch iill have priiary £unctions in the fielu of

agricultural narketinj be up within the Ni.aistry of L;ri-

culture,

Lec1c of a unified agricultural iarketing service ugeicy is

one reason why agricultural iarketiug in Thailand. is not as well

developed as it should be. Th:L roblee also is reiaed to

shortcoming in mark tin in o at.on and standardization o..

agrcultural products being discuccd in subsequent sectioi.s,

Notsndarc1ization of Ajricultural Products

xccpt for rice, at the present tizue, there is no kandard

regulation goeraiing the quaiity of agricultural products.

This probloc must bo solved cooperativoly by all parties con-

cerned--farers, iddleric n, exDorters and the Thai Goverw2lent..

By virtue of the fact the qua.it,' ud standardization arc of

great significance in world sarkets, I of standardization



has placed Thailand in a disadvantageous position. In order to

be able to compete in world aarksts ucceafully, regulations

governing the quality of agricultural products are required to

be promulgated as well as subsequently enforced.

For individual farmers, grade or standard is very essential.

Farmers should receive returns from the sales of their products

according to product quality. Without this incentive, it would

be difficult to expect the farmers to improve the quality of

their product. For this reason, differences in price must pre-

vail among different grades.

There is evidence indicating that there is a demand for

Thai agricultural products in the ior1d markets, especially in

Asian countries, provided that qualities are competitive

(31, p. 112-113). But lack o standardization of products has

prevented Thailand from obtaining a large share of such markets.

In addition there have been maljractices among exporters through

degrading quality farm products before being exported. This

practice, of course, has already affected Thailand's position

in international markets. To assure that Thai ngricultural

products meot the standard and quality required in world carkets,

laws and. regulations, if enacted, must be enforced vigorously,

Marketiig Information

Efficiency in agricultural marketing can not be attained

without full utilization of marketing information (19, p. 20).

In other words, efficiency can not be attained if there is



insufficiency marketing information. Inadequacy of marketing

information is one of the problems concerning agricultural

Liarketin; in Thailand. In recent years, there have been some

government agencies distributing marketing information to

agricultural concerns. The Ministry of Agriculture has published

monthly statistic? on prices of major products for its provincial

officers. The Ministry of Cooperatives also assembles narkting

information for its provincial officers for distributing to

cooperative members under their suDervision. 'urthermore, the

prices of major products have been broadcast by radio each

night by the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Also, some daily

newspapers have published prices of these products both locally

and internationally.

The question is to what extent Thai farmers have used

marketing information frn the above mentioned sources. Besides,

it is doubtful whothr the information distributed is of any

value to farmers. In general, this information is not widely

disseminated and farmers as well as most provincial officers

are not trained in utilizing this information for their own

advantage (31, p. 61). However, it is not reasonable to say

that Thai farmers market without knowledge of the market situatiox

It has been observed that Thai farmers are aware of price

eituations within local markets. Unless they are in need of

immediate cash to meet expenses, most rice farmers always store

their paddy after harvest for expected higher prices in the late



season (31, p. 39).

Thefficiency of Management

Broadly speaking, efficiency of management i defined as

the ability of farmers in making their decisions and carrying

out their plans in such a way that returns from the farm business

are maximized Insofar as management in this sense is concerned,

it is far from being in existence in Thailand's agriculture. In

general, most Thai farmers are not much concerned with decision

making. Since each year they have been growing one crop, which

almost in all cases is rice, no decision concerning selection of

enterprise combinations is needed. According to amol Janlekha,

(23, p. 121-12k), rice farmers in Central Thailand also do not

take the combination of factors oi production into serious

consideration. This is because at the present sta;e of tech-

nological development of rice production in Thailand, the marginal

products of labor and capital (farm equipment) have already

approached zero. Under this condition, tie extent to which the

production function can be adjusted is quite limited, However,

Thai rice farmers may have some decisions to make as to whether

or not fertilizers siou1d be used. lience, the factor combination

is involved. But aince most farmers are disinclined to use

commercial fertilizer because of its relatively high price,

fertilization doo not prevail in decision making among Thai

farmers. The decision which farmers have to make is concerned

with the selection of rice varieties. Good management, in
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village semantics, means only finishing planting work in time

or before the deadline set by water conditions. Although the

above mentioned situations exist in Central Thailand, th area

being referred to, it is believed to be true for most Thai rice

farmers throughout the country.

It is believed that lack of nanagoment in the sense mentioned

above is one of the factors that has caused a downward trend in

yield per unit of productive area in Thailand. Durin the

fifty-year period from 1907-1956, total acreago of rice farmed

increased about 258 percent but during the sarre period total

production increased only l5L percent (see Table 8). It indicates

that aerago yield per unit of productive area has decreased sub-

stantially. It also can be seen that the average yield during

the 1952-1956 period was about 79 percent of that during the

1907-1911 period. On the other hand, the bringing of marginal

rice land into production certainly is another factor which has

caused the average yield to decline. This marginal land naturally

is not as suitable for growing rice Therefore, to be sure that

there will be no shortage of rice for domestic consumption and

export in the futur3 due to increasing population, some action

must be directed towards increasing efficiency in farming.

Generally speakiu, there are several factors accounting for

the inefficiency of farming in Thailand. These factors are size

of farm, knowledge of farmers, and ineffective use oi borvowed

funds.



Table 8. Rice production in Thailwd, 1907-19%.

Years Harvested area Total yield Average yield
(mean) (mean) (mean)

(1000 rai') (lo00 M. tons**) (K/rai***)

l9071l 9,078 2,880 302

1912-16 12,612 3,267 263

1917-21 12,556 2,270 278

1922-26 15,013 4,340 296

l92731 15,960 4,068 251+

l93236 18,568 4,726 257

1937-41 19,553 4,553 257

l9k2k6 21,932 4,41+2 211

1947-51 31,016 6,781 210

195256 33,1+74 7,333 215

-

258% mean increase in area

mean increase in total production

*raj .395 acres

**metrjc ton 2204,6 pounds

2.20 rounds

Source (31, p. 82)

(1) Size of farm

As previously mentioned, the average size of farms in

Thailand is only 10,2 acres. With such small farm size, it is

impossible for Thai farmers to introduce heavy mechanization.

As a matter of fact, even when only family labor is uti1izeI

underemployment is prevalont in agriculture. According to the

economic farm survey of 1953, during the year individual That

farmers spent only 100 days on agricultural work on his farm

(36, p. o). So long as monoculture is maintained in Thailand's
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agriculture and farm size remains unehangd, it i unlikely that

the troblem of underemployment in agriculture can be solved.

1Jn'ereloymen indicates that subsbatiti&l amounts o labor

can be arawn out ox farming. But the question is What is

Thailand going to do v:ith this surplus labor? Since the marginal

product of labor already approaches zero, It is likely that

there would be no gain in iroduction by the use of labor inten-

sive methods in farming under the conditions existing In Thailand.

Some suggestions are being made in the final chapter to the above

question..

(2) Knowledge of arriers

The inefficiency of farming in Thailand to great octent

due to the lack of knowledge of iarmers themselves. This is not,

however, to imply that farmers do not know how to farm. Rather,

it refers to the degree to which farmers are willing to change

their beliefs sad attitudes and accept new ideas and adopt new

technology in farming.

in general, the level of education of Thai farners is

relatively low. According to. the study of debt condition of

farmers in Central Thailand, it was estimated that 68 percent of

farmers in the erea studied finished compulsory education or

higher (30, x 19). Since the Compulsory Education Act has been

uniformly enforced throughout the nation, it is assumed that the

level of education of far:uiers in other regions of the country

is comparatively the eaue. Under thia assumption, it can be



said that the majority of Thai farmers have been. educated through

the compulsory level.

Although Thailand IGSUCd compulsory education in 1921, the

nationwide program was nt launched until 1937. The Compulsory

Education Act reouires that all Thai children between 7 and 1k

years of ago must g to school until they have completed the

fourth grade, which is the limit of compulsory level. Because

the standard of teaching ±6 generally low in this level, expecial-

ly in rural, areas, it has been observed that even farmers who have

finished the fourth grade have poor understanding. Therefore,

merely finishing compulsory education does not mean that Thai far-

mers have enough education.

Lack of education among farmers undoubtedly constitutes the

major obstacle to technological improvement in agriculture in

Thailand. To overcome this problem, formal education must be

promoted in rural areas. Formal education if effective will en

able the farmers to understand the new concepts and techniques

of farming as well as to change their beliefs and attitudes con

Corning their ways of life. It is, therefore, an opinion that

compulsory education houid be extended beyond the fourth 6rade

level. In .addition, such opinion also recommends that priority

be given. to the extension service in. a. agricultural development

program.

(3) Ineffective Use of Borrowed und

Loans once obtained must be used in such a way that at the



end of their period there is Etfl improvement in output and income

as well as the financial condition of the borrower. Also, credit

use is desirable if it contributes to an increase in consumption

and well being o± the borrower through an increase in income,

In other words, to be effective in growth credit must ho used as

a yehiole for improved techniques of agricultural production far

obtaining higher returns (9, p. 22). Thus, the standard of

living of the borrower consequently can be improved. But this

is not always the case in Thailand., it should be mentioned here

that no attemDt has been made to show the difference of

equity between before and after loan funds has been used. It

intends to point out some of the unproductive ways in which

Thai farmers hare used their borrowed funds.

The recent study of debt condition of farmers in Central

Thailand revealed that more than one third of the farmer bor-

rowers in the area studied had obtained credit for eonsumtion

expense, ceremonial occasions and others. It also indicated

that same of Thai farmers need, to borrow ioney for purposes

other than production, e.g., medical expense, taxation (30,

p. k71f9). It can be seen that the ways in which these farmers

have used their loan funds are unproductive in nature. However,

for loans to finance family consumption expense in the above

implied connotation seems to he somewhat unjustified. Since in

Thailand the labor used on farms is comprised almost entirely

of unpaid family labor, part of the credit for consumption



IurPoe ci b Gzjr roaction creCit ao well.

Te stuiy also showed that sono lender3 were not willing to

grant loars to fer ecaus of unproductive uses (C, .

Ths eo hat oc l? Qi.' in AiC i- hc ys in

wnic no loan is iE u3od into nscerat1ou cefore CXtOflUifl?

credit. This Lu not to iriply t if farziers use their borrowed

funds nore r'ditily there will e iQre credit available for

tnen. It is only an indicaion tna so 2oni, as Thai arers use

their loan funds for unproduotive puroue3, th expectaion that

private lenaers gill tae a nore liberal pare in Xinancri i1C

devolopsen of alriult.ure Ls in vain.



CHAPTER V

COICLUS ION AND RECOMMENATIONS

It can be seen from the course of discussion that the con-

dition which will promote the effective use of agricultural

credit does not now exist in Thailand. Any program which will

improve and correct this problem is certainly recommended.

Indeed, Thailand must recognize the significant role of

agricultural credit an well as of agriculture in her economic

development. The economic development of Thailand can not be

attained as long as the farmers' Dosition is neglected. This i

a thesis.

Since more than four-fifths of the population are farmers,

the betterment of the farm group undoubtedly will generate devel-

opment of other sectors of the economy. If the income of farmers

is increased, so will their purchasing power. The agricultural

development programs, therefore, must be directed towards this

end. That is to increase income and standard of livin of far-

mere.

However, before agicuiture can be expected to support the

economic development of the country, improvement must take place

/within the agricultural sector itself. But, agricultural im

/ provement is hardly to be realized without credit faciitie4.

Therefore, it is necessary for Thailand to have a strong and well

organized agricultural development program with credit
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consideration being an integral part. As it so happens Thai-

land's agricultural program emphasis is more on problems of pro

duction but less on those of marketing. It is unlikely that

farmers will iaerease their production so long as they are

uertain about the future sale of their products. Also, it is

hard to conceive that farmers will improve their farming tech-

nique if there is no credit available with terms suited to their

xis e d.

To finance an agricultural development program in Thailand.

will require nt only the participation of the Government but of

other sectors o the economy as well. Within the other sectors,

special attention is called to the commercial banks. Since the

barking system in Thailand is branch banking and most of the

branches are located close to iarming areas, they should become

an iportant sourco of agricultural loans. If auch time comes,

it can be said that he procedures anu prinipies of commercial

banks in the United States viith some modifications are applicable

to Thailand.

Generallr speahirig, the wL.o].e structure of farm lending

policies and procedures of the commercial banks in the United

States cannot be transplanted into Thailand. There must be

some modification to comply with the agricultural conditions as

weLt. as with ie educational hovel c the farmers in the country.

Furthermore, the commercial banks themselves must first develop

a favorable attitude towards agriculture, and be willing to



service farmers who ask for loans. At the first stage of this

development1 it is believed that all kinde of paper work in the

process of making farm loans must be ta:en care of by commercial

banks. All forms liiust be written in a common language which can

be well understood by the farmers. The detail of forms such as

application form, financial statement, operating statement and

comparison statement for:is must be carefully designed in such

a way that they wifl be workable under agricultural conditions

in Thailand, No attempt is made to indicate the specific detail

of these forms.

On the other hand., it must be recognized that commercial

banks in Thailand do extend credit to big and wealthy farmers on

a real estate basis. It is indicated that the real estate assets

of the borrower is the only important factor that commercial

banks in Thailand take into consideration for raking loans.

Since most Thai farmers have srall holdings, they cannot be

accesible to commercial banks. If commercial banks in Thailand

are willing to assist in financing agriculture, they must modify

their policy to some extent. They must broaden their farm

lending pelicy to cover her assets both tangible and intangible

that farmers possess to be used as security. By doing so, sial

farmers or tenant farmers who do not own their land can ask for

production type loans from commercial banks by pledging other

properties such as growing crop, working animals, and geld

bracelets an security for loans obtained. This type of loan



will enable the farmer borrowers to maintain and improve their

farming and inroaso their incomc wbic, in turn, will generate

economic activity in the economy Furthermore, comnercial banks

should ecnd ti.Lex i'ar2n iendln to other farm organizations as

well.

In order to gain confidence from the general public, the

commercial tanks in Thailand must provine good f3erice and main-

tain sound banking practices. Az it happens Thai people have

never used banking service to any extent even though there are

adequate banking facilities, This sign siggests partly that

Thai people are cautious about tsouncness of ban.ing practices.

It also indicates partly that they are no familiar with bank-

ing concepts. They are reluctant to do businoss with banks.

Through banking facilities it is believed that substantial

amounts of saving of' the Thai people can he aggregated and made

availa le for productive use. Instead of individuals exchanging

cash ni ney for such items as gold bracelets, jewelry, golden

rings nd golden necklaces which are the customary forms in which

saving are held, the money can be safely deposited in the banks.

Or, th se items should be allowed to be deposited and then a bank

that a cepta these items be permitted to create time deposits

equal o their value. Under these provisions, more credit will

be av lable through banking channels. But commercial banks

themse. es must show that they are established for the purpose

of saf$giiarding the general ;'ublic interests. In addition, to



obtain public confidenco the Governniont should initiate a pro-

cra of deiosit insurance for each depositor in coercial banks.

In so doini, more Thai people would be willing to use ban:s as

depocitorie for theii savin;s which in turn would increase th

effective supply of credit funds.

At the present time, Thailand really needs, in connection

with financini; her aj;ricu1tural development, the kind of phulos-

ophy which prevails amonc commercial banks in the United SLateS.

That is their desire to participate in financing the development

of agriculture in the ccmunity a which they are located. For

years, the commercial ban:s in the United States have been

actively engaged in extendiw; credit io farriers. It is believed

this kind of philosophy does not exis.t at all among commercial

banks in Thailand As previously mentioned, commercial banks in

Thailand do grant credit to farmers but to a very iiri.cd extent.

Usually they confine tber lending o only big' and wealthy

farmers0 it ou1d not bo a mistake to assert that co:iercial

banks in Thailand have riot given any consideration to the import-

ant role of farmero in the economic development of the country.

7 No attempt is made to analyze the comolete role of Govern-

merit in national eCOYiOr.ic development, It is takCfl for granted

that in economically underdeveloped countries the government

must boar the larger part of any development program. As

matter of fact, it first necessary for the govcrnient to

create a favorable climaLe and incentive for such development.



Particularly in the field of social overhead investment, the

burden may fall solely upon the govornrnent This 3tudy only

intends to suggest some of the things that are considered to

be of relevance to improved financing of agriculture in Thailand.

As noted elsewhere, increasing amounts of credit to agri-

culture is a necessary but not sufficient condition for acri-

cultural development. Noreover, more credit may be wasteful

unlee it is supported by other important factors such as

extension and other educational programs, marketing facilities

and generally improved economic condition. It is therefore

recommended that adequate attention must be given to solve these

problems which are important to t.e effective use of a;r icultural

loans. Furthermore, a public information program should he

initiated to emphasize the major contribution of agriculture to

national economic iietrovem3nt,

Air±cultural PolicI

One of the major deficiencies in agricultural development

program in Thailand is the lack of an over-all agricultural

policy of the Government, It is understood that the Thai Govern-

ment desires to increase agricultural production, particularly

rice, in order to acquire more foreign exchange. phasis,

therefore, i placed upon production problems. But other

measures that will create economic incentives to encourage

individual farmers to improve their farm operations and increase

their income lag far iohind.



As mentioned earlier, in order to secure more foreign

exchange fro. export of rice, there has been a common practice

by the Governrnent to control domestic price of rice at a low

level, In doing so, it &s only beneficial to the urban popula-

tion which is a relatively small group. Although there is some

merit in pursuing thic policy in order to control the cost of

living and carry out the economic development program, this

practice undoubtedly affects farriors' positions to a great extent.

As a con.secjuence, Thai rice farmers have received from sale of

rice only 30 to 1+0 percent of exported price.

Lack of well organized agricultural development program

has caused the downward trend in yield per unit of productive

area, In 1937, while rice yields per unit of productive area

was still below prewar level, in neighboring Burma yields increased

exceeding the prewar level because of the improvement in farming

techniques. This result stems partly from the lack of incentive

to encourage farmers to improve the method of production and

partly from the lack of knowledge of farmers themselves. Unless

Thailand adopts a strong and active policy towards agriculture,

is believed that her position in international marketing of

agricultural products will be impaired. U this happens, the

financial position of the Government certainly will be aflected.

Thus it is necessary for Thailand to reevaluate her agri-

cultural policy. In general, the policy towards agxiculture must

conform with the over-all economic development policy. Of course,



the agricultural program uust am directly at individual farmers.

Whether or not the agricultural developcnt program i accomplished

depends greatly on these individual farmers. Therefore, all

econoiic incentives must be geared to reach iown to that level.

Agricultural Extensio and Exjerimentation

It has been recommended that priority be given to an agri-

cultural extension program. Since there is no unified agency

for rendering extension services to farmers, it is of the opinion

that a general extension service agency be organized within the

Ministry of Agriculture.

The general extension service, as the name implies, should

cover a road area of work 6uch as production, marketing, coopera-

tive, credit, and family welfare as wefl as general education.

Without an effective extension program1 it is hard to anticipate

that other development programs will he achiovede

At the same time, research and experimentation should be

carried on extensively. Since rice may not continue to be such

an important crop for Thailand owing to keen competition in

world markets, other crops should be developed and tested. Then,

the results obtained can be conveyed to farmers for expansion

through extension channels. The promotion of new practices can

be done by demonstration. However, no demonstration should b

undertaken until the new results have been extensively beSte.

under actual field conditions, If this is not the case, demonstra-

tion may create more harm than good.



Io have an effecti xonion ervice, the Goverumeat must

provide rell trained ox Lension . taiz and .'inancal reuiroionts

sufficient for conducting tie above aentioned iv.nctions. These

workers in general uust stay in the rural areac to guidc

help the mers in the area authorized. In addition, the

extension vorker should see to it Lhat adult education programs

and youth orgaiiizatons na . coon proio ed .n tacir J..ccalities.

Unless ths exteisioi people can adjust theiiselvee to th local

environnent, the esic prograu nay prove to be lees cess-

ful,

&ricultural Marketing Service

The agricultural marketing service agency which has been

proposed niust perform all functions pertaining to the niarketing

of agricultural products such as collecting and disseminating

marketing information, promulgating and enforcing laws and

regulations governing grade and standard of products and con-

ducting reserach on marketing prospects for agricultural coinodi-

ties. Since Thailand depends largely on the export of farm

products to provide foreign exchange, marketing studies should

cover the situation 01 world narkete as well. Morecver, such

function as marketing education and extension also should be

authorized to the proposed agency.

In addition, in order to gain a favorable position in world

markets, laws and regulations governing grade and standard of

agricultural products must be enacted. The laws must eont&in



articles rovidin' for ins,oction, samiing instruction, testing
of moisture cortent and penaities Such articles as iescription

of container and standard weight also should be included.

This proased agency nut cooperate closely with the exten-

zion and experiment agencies in the promotion of new products.

The result of marketing raareh ould ce released to agricultu-

ra]. concerns through the extension service, The experiment

station should develop and studj new varieties of crops for which

a demand has been found in the domestic market as well as in

international markets. Ac a matter of fact, there is a number

of corunodities that cn be produced aid manufactured in Thailand,

but lack of studr and promotion has caused Thailand to import

then from other countries, These produets are jute and cur;ar cane!

since there is deiand for 'unny bans and sugar, the increase in

production and maiufacture of these commodities should be en

couraged.

Government Loan Insurance Program

In order to encourage commercial banks to participate in

financing agricultural development, a program of loan insurance

by the Government should be initiated on a pilot basis. whether

or not to join the rroE.;ran should be optional to coumercial

banks. However., to rrevent the making of unsound icanC by taking

advantage of government insurance, the Government should authorize

its ency to supervise the making and servicing of loans. This

can be done either by setting up a new agency ox' by designating
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an active a:enc7 such as the inistry of Cooperatives to be the

aoencv in charge. All loan suervision can be han.].ed throupi?

this authorized 5.rency without any cost to commercial banks. The

commercial banks rion1c1 maintain their inderendence in makin

decision as to whether or not particular ar loans should be made.

The central bank or the Bank of Thailand ust aso;Lt the

commercial tanks in this ater by redi ount1nr. s2:r:Lcultural

notes from those who have joined the mrogram. E.owever, tho Bank

of Thailand since ineption ho: t et occto1y 'forro

its function as controller of money and credit. Before October

l99 the Bank mantained its rediscount rate on c ercmal Dater

at 7 percent per annum, This is oosidcoed to be relatively kir:h

and commercial banks are discourago. fron borrowing from the

.nk. in cnoral, these banks when .key are in need of addition-

al funds turn to borrow jrom other countries. Since October

1959 the Bank of Thailand has reduced ith rediscount rate from

7 to 5 percent (k, p. 7..11). This move will provide incentive

for commercial banks to use more of the facilities of the Eank.

The commercial banks, in their turn, are ecpected to reduce the

interest rate on the±r bane. To promote the commercial 'aanko

to extend more credit to farmers, the Bank of Thailand can. sup-

port the Governuorit loan insurance pro'ram by charging special

rediscount rate on agricultural paper.

Promotion of Labor-intensive Method

It has been mentioned that underemployment is prevalent in
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Thailand's agriculture, it also indicates that ubtantial

amount of labor can he drawn off of farms. To overcome

problem, labor intensive industries and labor intensive mothds

should be fostered. Labor intensive methods refer to a high

ratio o± labor to capital.

To utilize this sur1us iaor, community development

projects such as road building and improvement should be pro

moted. The large volume of idle labor in the area can be put

to work on the project on a voluntary basis. In order to make

the program successful, the Government must provide some finan-

cial and tcchncal help. It is believec that cnrozb tnese

means more roads can be built and improved.

In addition to the use o labor in community aovcloprnont,

some public works of the Gove ment also should be carried, out

by labor intensive methods, ro doing, it creates opportunity

for idle farm labor to earn mcfre income, thereby, increase the

purchasing power of farmers.
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